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This study is concerned primarily ~~th the ability of scores on 
the lntrov~rsion..-Ex:traversion ScaJe of the Eysenqk Personality :):nven-
tor~ to predict whether a pe~son can learn to increase left forefinger 
temperature with relaxation training, autogenic trainir~ and biofeed-
back procedures. Of seoonQ.ary interest is whethe:x' biofeedback is 
superior to autogenio training and if both are superior to relaxation 
training for a person to learn how to vo+untarily increase left fore-
fir.iger temperature. A factorial desi$n is used in the analysis of the 
data, with planned orthogonal oomparie9n~, 
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CRAPTE11 I 
INT:RQDUCT~ON 
The history of sel;f'-..regu1ation of the central nervous system (CNS) 
and the autonomic nervous system (ANS) began in eastern cultures, appar-
ently entering accidental records th:rough the accounts of military phy-
sicians and British civil service emplo1ees ~tationed in +ndia. These 
accounts aHeged s13lf' ..... rees"Ulation of pa;i.n, t)le effects of burns, heart .... 
beat and respiration, Although often seoffed at, tl+e sources and fre-
quency of th~se tales eventually attracted the att~ntion of a few men 
within the pale of science. The re~isoov~ry of h;Ypno~is by Janet and 
Cha:rcot also encour~ed a reappraisal of the easter;n rep?rts. Although 
the results of ~pnosis were often speotaoular, its c~inical applica-
tion was at times unreliable. Freud, for e~ample, abandoned its prac-
tice after several years in favor of free association. Pursuing the 
question of se1f~regu1atian from ~nother ~ath 1 ~ohar.nes Schultz of 
Germany 11 westernized11 eastern approq,ches. It oocu:J;'red to him that the 
major drawback of hypnosis was t4at the subj~ct was, or at least thought 
he was giving up self-control to the operator. Therefore, Schultz com~ 
bined the volitional aspects of ~o~a with teohniq:v.es of his own, and 
named the new procedure "Autogenic Training," reflecting its au.tonornous 
basis (Schultz &. Lu.the, 1959). 
More recently, there has been an increasingly large inter~st in 
biofeedback, which is an offshoot of laboratory rese0rch in which 
1 
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electronic instruments are ui;ied to i;tmplify bpQ.i,ly changes, eg. 1 blood 
pressure, heart r~te, muscie cont~actions. ~o~il;y changes tri~ger 
signais in the external instruments ~uch a$ a sound or a light, which 
on repetition can aUow a Pe:rso:n. to identif;yr the oues of internal 
changes, the first step in learning' to control them. 
Purpose of the Jnvestigation 
The study Qf the processes involved iµ autogenio tJ;"{;l.ini:ng (AT) and 
biofeedback p:rooedures seems to be an espf;)ci,ally fruitful area for ;re ... 
search possibilities. This investigator is espeoiallY intepested in 
the clinical applic!iltion of NJ' and biof'eedback in the treatment of 
various disorders of organic and/Qr ~~nptional origin. AT is purported 
to have app].:i,cation in the treatment of a wide range of organic and 
functional disorders, eg. 1 peptic u1oep~, a.ngina 1 schizophrenia, eto. 
(l;uthei, 1969b 1 l969c). Wit!). the recettt and rapidl;y inc:reasing interest 
in biofeedback rEisearch, a ;n-qrripe;r Qf olii+ios are now t;re,ining peopl~ to 
control their heart rate, lower blood :Pressure, chal'.J.&';e skin teimperature, 
etc. Of :particular interest to this invesi;igator was the possibility 
of ;finding a means of evaluatin,g a person's prognosis ;for profiting 
from AT and biofeedback training. Secondarily, ~ oompari~ion of the 
effects of AT and biofeedback provided a researqh interest. 
Autogenia Training 
The essential prooedu~e in AT begins with rela~ation of the 
striate muscles followi.ng the atandar(\. methodi;: o:f :progressive relli),xa-
tion (Ja,cobsen, 1938), and th€ln :proceeds frqm this CNS contro.1 to ANS 
control. This is done in part by ~elf-regulation of the blood's flow 
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in different p~rts of the body, An impq~tant part of the instructions 
is that the subject passiv~ly focus on bodily c~an.ges, ?Ot actively try 
to make the cha~es occur. r.I'he init~al e:ii;eroi:aes deal with, the b,ody 
;feeling 11 heavy•1 and th.ei:i ''wa?lm, '' Tl'l,e ne:x:t step is regulation of heart-
beat, i;md finally the li3'\l.bjlf3Ct f'oc~se~ his attenticm on su.ch tasks as 
oon~cioue1y controlling a~eas such as the gastrointestional tract, tra-
ditionally regarded as inaccessible to· direct voluntary control (Luthe, 
1969a). 
That AT has been virtually unknown in the United States, reverts 
to the mind-body issue, since AT is b~sed on the principle of volition 
(Luth~, 1970). Argum~n~s that th,e technique is actually conditioning 
meet with the observation that focusinig atten~ion is a persistent 
choice. However, as in other areas of i~terest in psyqhalogy, this 
isaue must be side~tepped, observing in P~ssi~ that there is usually 
a subjective experience of self-dir~ction and tl+a.t directions to sub-
jects to selectively focus their atte~tion can resu~t in measurable. 
changes in physiological measurements (eg., Oreen, Walters, Green, & 
Murphy, 1969; Green, Green, & Walters, 1970). 
Another argument may be that the pass~ve concentration of AT con-
stitute~ self-hypnosis rather thap AT. The poeit~on taken here is that, 
like the mind-body issue of volition, the point is a moot one; compara.-
tively little is known of either, and it is thought that concentration 
is better focused on processes than ess~ncee. 
There is considerable clinical documentation of the suocessful 
effects of AT (Luthe, 1969b, 1969c); however, AT has not 'been the sub-
ject of experimental inquiry so e~tensively. Res~arch has been along 
two lines: (a) the immediate eff~cts follQ¥ing AT exercises; and, 
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(o) longrange effects over the course of A~ trai~ing, It is the former 
which has most relevance to the current investigation. Changes in 
peJ;'iphe:ral circulation during passive con.cel'l.tration on "heaviness" and 
''warmth" have been demon~trated by a n1)111ber of authors ( eg., Schultz, 
1959; Stovkis, Re:n,es & Landman, 1961; Polzien, 1961,). Polzien (1961) 
found that the rise of skin temperature was mc:.ire pronounoed in the 
distal parts of the extremities. Depe:n,ding on the individual subject 
and duration of passive conoen.tration, the increase of skin temperature 
0 in the fingers varied between 0.2 and 3.5 C. 
Luthe (1969d) has sU!l"~arized the fin~ings of various authors on 
the immediate effect$ of AT, An increc;i.se in the weight of both al'ms 
d~ring passive concentration on heaviness has been observed; electro-
encephal9graphic (EEG) st~dies inqicate certain changes similar to, but 
not identical to, those of sleep an¢!. };lypnosis; blood ;;i-ugar level de..,.. 
creased when the focus of "warmth'' was on the l:j.ver region; and a de-
crease in respiratory freq\lenoy h~s qeen d~mon~trated. 
Biological feedback is found at 13-ll levE;:ls of organization, eg., 
hormonal bal<;Lnce, as exemplified by the parathormone level. With 
lowered blood calcium, parathormone output increases, which mobilizes 
calcium production, which then reduces the level of p~rathormone output 
(Morgan, 1965, P. 96). The principle is simple, A Person learns how 
to throw a baseball by visual and neuromuscular feedback. He feels his 
arm move (kinesth.etic feedback), sees whe;r-e the ·baU went (visual feed-
back), and corrects his arm movement the next time. In a similar way, 
an electronic instrumi;:int can detect minuscule internal changes in such 
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processes as blood flow. Biofeedback trai~ina- requ,i:res that the phy-
siological function to be brought under control be monitored to provide 
for momentary changes and that changes in the physiological measure 
needs to be :reflected to the subject imm~diately. There must be an 
awareness of the subject that ~h~ bodily changes are related to the 
perceivable external and/or internal stimuli. Although similar to con~ 
ditioning, most feedback does not offer an expUcit and extraneous re-
ward for a correct response; it merely indicates to the learner when he 
has entered the desired state. 
Clinically, biofeedback procedures have been used successfully for 
dealing with such things as headaches, insomnia, subvocal speech, and 
hypertension. 
Laboratory studies have dealt with e1ectrodermal activity, EEG 
activity, etc. Resea.rch findings of priina;ry concern to this study are 
those which deal with the effects of biofeedbaok procedures on bodily 
processes considered to be under control of the ANS. Before a review 
of some of these stuc;lie$, the distinction between classical and. instru-
mental conditioning needs to be considered, Aside from inethodolagical 
differences, a distinction which has often been made between instru-
mental and classical conditioning is that CNS muscular reactions are 
controlled by instrumental conditioning, while classical conditioning 
controls tlle ANS emotional responses (Mednick, 1964, Pp. 52-53). A 
series of animal studies by Neal Miller arid }li.s ;;i,ssooiates at Rocke-
feller University in New York set out to specifically deal with the 
above distinction b€1tween the two conditioning methods. 
Trowill (1967) µsed curare to p13.ralyze;i the skeletalmuscular system, 
in rats, E::).ectrical stimulation of the :pleaslf,re oenter was used as a 
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reinforcer. Half of the §.s were rewarded for rates beiow the average 
an~ half for rates above the average. Miller and ~iCara (1967) repli-
oated the Trowill (1967) experiment, with the modification that after 
achieving c;riterfor, the §.s were required to meet progressively more 
difficult criteria for reward. ~oth groups evidenced statistically 
significant changes. The rats also learned to respond dispriminately 
to stimuli signaling that cardiac changes would be rewarded. 
DiCara and Miller (1968) trained cuarized rat~ ~o increase and 
decrease heart rates to escape and/qr avoid electrical shook. Miller 
and his associates have conclude~ from the above studies and several 
others that: 
"These e;x;perimen.tal rei;rnlts free us from the s):l.ac].cles of 
viewing the autonomic nervo1;1.s systeirn and visceral funct:i,.oµs 
with contempt. They force us to think; of the behavior of 
the internal viscel;'al organ:;i in the same Wf3.Y that we think 
of the externally observ~ble behavior of the skeletal mus-
culature" (Miller, DiCara, Solomon, Weis, & Pworkin, 1971 1 
P. 358). 
Support for voluntary cont:rol of autonomic funct~ons is also avail-
able from studies.with human subjects. Shapiro, 1l1ursky and. Schwartz 
(1964) operantly reinforced :J.O m01,le §.s for increasing heart rate and 
10 male §s for decreasing heart rate. Ueart rate conditioning was ob~ 
tained within a single session, without the concomitant effects on 
systolic blood pressure. It was conqluded that heart rate and blood 
pressure can be ~ifferentiated by operant conditioning, and that oper-
ant modifications of one autonomic response need n9t require or result 
in an overall change in autonomic arousal, in line with the Miller et 
al. (1971) view on specificity o;f autonomic responses. 
In more than si~ years of investigation, Green et al. (1970) have 
stµdied the combined effects of A~ phrases and biof~edbaQk on striate 
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muscular responses, skin temperature ~d. alp~t:rainipg. ln a three~ 
phase training progr~, t~ey re~ort that ~~ learned to relax muscle 
tension quite easily, more :readily with AT and biofeedback combined 
tl'!.an with AT alone. Hand temperature control o-t; "w~mth" was signifi-
cantly aide~ by biofeedbac~ in comparison to AT alone; however, this 
was not quantified. In the Greer· et al 0 (1970) study it was reported 
that one .§. who had practiced yoga could raise hi$ l+and temperature 
io°F within 2i minutes, of the initi~l trial, with biofeedback. 
The Rapproch~ment of Factor Anaiysis and 
the Hypothetioo~Deductiv~ Methe~ 
H. J. Eysenck (1967) has suggested the need fo:r a :rapprochement 
between the traditional methodolog;r of e~e~imental Psychology and the 
psychology of individual differenqes. Wliile ex:pe~ime~tal psychology 
has attempted to emulate the plzysio~l sciences with reg~rd to methodo~ 
logy, he points out that the p)\ysical. sciences have not neglected ty .... 
po1ogies, as e:x::perimental p~ychology has, but that throughout history 
c).assitication and e.x:pe:i;iime:n:t; have l:)een ''intimately connected." In 
support of his view, he gives several experimental examples with human 
and animal subjects where si~nificant result~ would have been.masked if 
effects due to indi viduia.l Q.iffe;r~mces Md not been considered. He 
sl,lggests a h;ypothetico~deduotive approach in which some hypothetical 
personality t:ra.it, eg., "extraversion" is conceptualized.in terms of an 
e;x::perim~ntal variable, eg., "fatigue." 
While the experi~ental psyeholog~~t h~s neglected description, 
H. J, E.Ysenck (1964) indicates that the failure of the factor analysts 
to mak:e much impact has been that they have been interested only in 
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descriptio~. H. J. Eysenck's approach has been to develop a set of 
theories which he refers to as a "nol)'lological network," linking the 
major aspeots of a descriptive system to causal theories capable of 
experimental verification, eg., a set of theories relating "extraver-
sipn" to lowered "oo:r>tical exci ta ti cm" and heightened "cortical 
inhibition." 
The usefu~ness of inventories such as the Maudsley Personality 
Inventory (MPI) and the Eysenck ie~sonality Inventory (EPI) in experi-
mental studies then seems to be as a means of partial1ing out vari-
ability due to individual differences on one or both of the dimensions 
of extraversion-introversion and n~uroticisrn-staqility. 
~he Eierarchioal Organization of Personality 
H. J. Eysenck's (1970) oonoeptua~ization of the personality dimen-
sions of extraversion-introversion and neureticism~stability is a hier~ 
arcb.ical model, dealing with four levels of behavior organi~ation, The 
lowest level consists of specific responses~ i.e., acts which are ob-
served once and may or rna.Y not be characteristic of the individual. 
The second level consists of ha1:)~ tv.al responfiles, i.e. , specific re-
sponses which tend to recur under similar conditions. At the third 
level or organization, habitual responses are organized into theoreti-
cal constructs called traits. At the fourth ievel, traits are orga-
nized into theqretical constructs qalled type1'3 1 eg., "extraversion." 
These four levels correspond closely to the four types of factors in 
factor analysis. An "habitual response" is a "specific response" 
divested of its error component and made into a specific factor; a 
"trait" is a system of "specific responses" divested of its error and 
specific variance; and, a "t;ype" is a system o:f "specific responses" 
divested of its erroI', epeo~fio, ~nd group .... :('actor va;riance (H. J. 
Eyeenck, 1947). 
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~acause of the :factor analytic basis of the EPI, a note is due on 
the two schools of factor analysis associated with the names of Spear-
man and Thurstone. For several ye~rs a battle ensued between these two 
factor analytic camps as they often yielded entirely different, and at 
times apparently irreconcilable differences (H. J. Eysenck, 1970). In 
the SpeaI'man tradition, tests are selected ~nd oqrrelate4 over the ex-
perimental population, to obtain a general :factor (type), satisfying 
statistical criteria such as vanishing tetrad differences. In the 
~hurstone approach, tests are selected and intercorre1~ted over the 
experimental population to obtain group factors (t~aits), meeting the 
statistica;J.. criteria of simple struo1;iu.:re a:qQ. qrt;b.ogona.lity. 
Thurstone (H. J. E.ysenok, 1970) adde~ a refinement in terms of 
oblique factors <;llld second-order factors, making the two camps' dif~ 
ferences more reconcilable, For trait~level hypotheses, primary fac-
tors are ~xtracted from the matrix of intercorrelatioµs; and for type~ 
level hypot~eses, saoond-order factors are then extracted (H. J. 
E;}r~enck's preference). The Spearman follow~rs, on the other hand, ex-
tract the second-order factors first, which they call "general factors" 
and the primary factors second, which they call "group factori:;. 11 
The Nature of E.xtraversion-Introversion 
and Neuroticism-Stabilit1 
At the highest level of perS1o:nality de1t1oription, extraversion and 
introversion and neuroticism and stability can be viewed as the 
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idealized end points on two oontinuums, wit~ the majority of people 
scoring at the intermediate on l;>oth dimensions (H. J~ Eysenck, 1967). 
High E-.-soale scores on the EPI are indicative of extraversion. 
"High scoring individuals tend ~o be outgoing, impu1s:i.ve and uninhib .... 
ited, having many social contacts and !requen1lY taking part in group 
activities" (H. J. Eysenck & S.B.G. Eysenck, 1968, P. 6). 
;.. . 
High N-scale scores on the EPI are indicative of emotional labil-
ity and overreactivity. "High scori~ individuals tend to be emotion-
ally overresponsive and to have difficulties returning to a normal 
state after emotional experiences" (H. J. Eysenck & s.B.Q. Eysenck, 
1968, P. 6). 
H. J. Eysenck (1960b) reports that researoh supports the view that 
the N factor is closely related to the inherited degree of lability of 
the autonomic nervous system, with individ~al~ high on the N scale 
being characterized by high autonomic lability. The E factor is con-
sidered to be closely related to the exoitation~inhibition balance in 
the central nervous system (H. Jf Eys~nck, 1960b, 1970). Introverts 
are postulated to be characterized by strong excitatory and weak inhibi..,. 
tory potentials, while extraverts are characterized by weak excitatory 
and strong inhibitory potentials (H~ J. Eysenck, 1960b 1 1970). 
According to H. J. Eysenck's (1960a) formulations, the excitation-
inhibition balance and autonomic lability deal with the genotypic dif-
ferences in extraversion-introve+sion and neuroticism~stability respec-
tively. These genotypic differences are thought to be measured in 
terms of experimental laboratory phenomena such as conch tionabili ty and 
vigilance. Observable behavior (traits) is viewed as a function of 
these constitutional differences interacting with the environment 
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which give ri~e to descriptive phenot;ypic differ~nces in extraversion~ 
introversion, best measured with iµventories such ~s the MPI and EPI. 
He does indicate that this distinction between laboratory tests as 
genotypio and inventories as phenotypic is not an absolute distinction. 
As empirical verification for his formulations about these con-
structs, H. J. ~~enck (1967) has related the exoitation~inhibition 
balance to st-udies in experimental psychology dealing with "fatigue'' 
and autonomic labi+i ty to studies deali~ with "drive'' or "emotionality." 
The laboratory studies on the phenomena of conditioning, vigilance, 
motor learning, etc., are intended to test H. J. Ryse;nck's (1957) postu-
late of individual differences and the typological hypothesis, which 
are stated as follows: 
"Human beings differ witl;l respect to the speed with which 
excitation and inhibition are produced, the stre:ngth of 
the excitation and inhibition produced an~ the speed with 
which inhibition is dissip~ted. These differenoes are 
properties of the physical structures involved in making 
stimulus-response connections" (H~ J. l!iYt;senck, 1956, 
P. 114). 
"Individuals in whom excitatory potential is gene;rated 
slowly qJJ,d in whom excitatory potent~als ~o g~nera.ted are 
relatively weak, are thereby predisposed to develop ex-
traverted patterns o! behaviour.,.; individuals in whom 
excitatory potentials so generated are strong, are thereby 
p:redi$posed to develop introverted patterns of 'behaviour ••• " (H. J. Eysenck, 1957, P. 114), 
H. J. Eysenck's Activat~an and Arousal l1heor-y 
H. J. Eysenck's theoretical notiq~s regarding the two dimensions 
of extraversion-introversion and neuroticism-stability have gradually 
evolved with an increasing accumulation of empirical data over the past 
thirty years. In reviewing H. J. E;Ysenck's work, it is apparent that 
his theoretical formulations have not remained eta.tic, but rather they 
l.2 
oh~e in line with empirical findine;~, and with changes in theoretical 
formu:).atione, new areas of' empirical i:p.veei;~~ation 1,1.:i;-e pu;rsued. ~he 
intent of this presentation of the current status of H. J. Eysenck's 
theory is not an attempt to support or refute its soundness, but rather 
to present the stage of evolvement o:f his tneary. No fl.ttempt will. be 
made in this curren;t investigation to evaluate his "physioJ.ogizing" and 
"neurologizing." :a. J. Eysenck (1967) indicates that his attempt to 
establish a physiological ba~is for the extraver~ion.-introversion and 
neurotioism-stability dimensions i~ te;rms of aro~saJ, and aotivatiqn has 
only limited. support at this point, and that he must ;r-ely qn a ''nomo-
logioal network" of hypotheses, deductions, ;;i.nd e:x;perimental findings. 
H. J. Eysenck uses the te:r;im "arousal" to r~fer to activity of the 
reticular formation (RF) and the term "activation" tp refer to auto.-
nomio activitY• in neural transmission there are two loops, connected 
with ea.oh other. The oortico~reticular loop is ooncerned with informa-
tion processing, cortical arou.sal and ;inhibition. The cortioo-ret;i.cula:r 
loop is 9onside~ed to be related to the extraversion-introve~sion dim~n­
sion (:a. J,. l!,tysenck, 1967). Neura~ information ascends the classical 
afferent pathwacys and relays to the specific projection area in the 
cortex; it also sends collaterals to the RF, wh~ch sends arousal mes-
s~es to the cortex. The cortex also instructs the RF to continue to 
send or inhibit arousal message~ to the cortex (Gellhorn & Loofburrow, 
The second loop involved in neural transmission involves the RF 
and the visceral brain. The visceral brain also sends eol1aterals to 
the RF and has an arou,sing effect on the cortex in a similar way to 
neural i:n,f ormation asc~nding the classical afferent pathways 
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(Gellhorn & Loofburraw, 1963). This loop is considered to be related 
to the neuroticism~stability dimension (H. J. Eysenck, 1967). 
There i~ a partiaJ. indpendence e:x:isting between autonomic activa~ 
tion and cortical arousal; activation al~ays leads to arousal, but 
arousal need not in;volve activation ( H. J. Eysenck, 1967). 
Gray (1967) has compared H. J. Eysenck's (1967) position on the 
excitation.-inhibition balance as it :i:'elates to the extraver$ian-
introversion dimension with Russian WO:r'k in the P?vlovian tradition on 
"weakness of the nervous system." He postulates that the dimensions of 
"strength of the nervous system" and ~:x:traversion-introversion are iden-
tical, with the weak nervous system corresponding to the introvert. He 
also posti.:..lates that the dimension of int:roversio:q-e:x:traversion and 
"equilib:r-ium in dynamism" are identical, with the introvert correspond-
ing to the individual with a predominance of "excitation in dynamism", 
i.e., an individual with the ability to form positive conditioned re-
flexes rapidly. In reviewing the Rus~ian research on sensory thresh-
holds, transmarginal inhibition, drl4$' effects, and conditioning, he 
states that similar results have been obtained as in the Anglo-American 
studies with introverts. Gray (1967) interprets these findings in 
terms of level of arousal involving the RFi in line w~th E· J. Eysenck's 
(1967) most recent theoretical formulations relative to the excitation-
inhib~tion balance. 
The Eysenck Personality Inventory as a Prognostic 
Inde:x; for Autogenic Training and 
Biofeedback Procedures 
Since AT and biofeedback procedures appear to be· based on 
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physiological principles, a question .Pl".~sent;i.ng itself is )'l'hich evalµa-
tive technique(s) might best measure whether an individual would be e~­
peoted to profit trom AT and biofeedback procedures. One approach 
would be to establish a psychophysiological laboratory in which a vari-
ety of laboratory procedures oould be used to determine an individual's 
need for AT and biofeedback procedures and to predict the successful-
ness of such procedures. Some ~tandard laboratory procedurea from 
psychological research might prove useful in such a laboratory, eg., 
psychoplzysioal procedures, classical ~nd operant oo~ditioning proce~ 
dures, the rod ... and-.:t'rame test u.aed in "field independence-dependence" 
studies,- and procedures used in siiu.d.ies of "levelers" and "sharpeners." 
While a psychopbysiological laboratory is considered to be a basic re-
search requirement, its immediacy has ~ractical drawbacks monetarily, 
both for the research and for ~he clinical eva1~ation of individuals in 
local clinical settings. An alternat~ve would seem to 'be the develop ... 
ment or utilization of a Psychological test baeed on physiological and/ 
or psychophysiological principles, in brief, a shortcu~ to actual physi-
cal measurement. Such a testing instrument would require sufficient 
validity and reliabiltty, and above all, relevancy to the AT and bio-
feedback procedures. 
The EPI might prove to be a useful te~ting instrument as a prog~ 
nostic index for successful AT and.biofeedback procedures, as the two 
dimensions, extraversion-introversion and neu~oticiam-stability, con~ 
sidered to be measured by t4e E-I and N-S scales respectively, are 
operationally defined in terms of oo~structs relevant to AT and bio-
feedback. The :g,..r scale has been regarded as an index of a person's 
11 oondition-ability," with low E-I scores (introversion) associated with 
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higher "cop.ditionp.bi:\.ity," q.nd the N-S scale as an index of "autonomic 
reactivi ty 1 'l with autonomic labili ty associated with high :tf.-S (neuro-
tics) .scores (H. J. Ey13enck & S.B.G. Eysenck, 1968). 
Since AT and Biofeedback are considered to involve the potential 
for aoqu.iring new internal responses, an index of "conditionability," 
i,e., the E-.I scale seems especially relevant to AT and biofeedback. 
It would be expected that introverts wquld more readily profit from AT 
and biofeedback training than would extraverts, 
· 1',rom the laboratories of H. J. Eysenck and others, H. J. Eysenck 
and S.B.G. Eysenck (1969) have reported impressive support for the 
extraversion-introversion construct. They report that more than fifty 
separate predictions show that introverts do better on vigilance tests, 
have longer after images, have weaker figural after effects, preserve 
visual fixp.tion better, show greater tolerance for sensory deprivation 
but less tolerance for physical Pain, and show better performance on 
critical flicker fusion (CFF) thresholds. 
It has also been demonstrated that cortical arousal is more marked 
in introvert(:) and cortica;L :inhibition in extrav9rts, with EEG studies, 
studies on evoked potentials and CFF threshold,s, and in drug studies 
where CNS stimulant drugs have been found to have introverting effects 
on a wide variety of experimental tests, while CNS depressant drugs 
have been found to have an extraverting effect (H. J. Eysenck & S.B.G. 
Eysenck, 1969) • 
While H. J. Ezy-senok reports strong, positive support for his theo~ 
retical f ormulat:i.ons about extraversion-introversion 1 Storms and Sigal 
( 1958) have pointed out, that in some o:f the experiments reported by 
H. J. Eysenck, there are definite methodological and measurement 
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problems, and hence research findings are not always as unequivocal as 
Ezy"senck presents them. Storms and Si'gal (1958) hav~ ;:i.J,so questioned 
the interpretations offered by H. J. Eysenck in support of his physio-
logical ;formuJ,.ations about the eqc:traversion..,;i.ntrovers:;i.or). dimension. 
However, there doeEi seem to be enough experimental support to warrant 
employing the .. E-I scale as a prognoE;tic ~ndex fo:r success :in AT and 
biofeedback, whether Etvsenck's "physiologizing" has a sound basis or 
not. In otrer words, the current study is not attempting to test the 
soundness of Ezy"senck's psysiological explanations, but rather on an 
empirical basis, it deals with the usefulness of the E-I scale of the 
EPI for predicting successful performance with the training procedures 
employed in this study. 
Research Findings Relative to the Extraversion-
Introversion Dimension 
A comprehensive literature review of all research relevant to the 
extraversion-iniiroversion dimension, as measured by the MPI and EPI, is 
beyond the scope of this paper. An attempt wili be made to review only 
those studies offering empirical tests of the greater "conditionability" 
of introverts in comparison to extra.verts. 
In an eyebli:nk conditioning experiment, Franks (1956) hypothesized 
that hysterics and dysthymics should condition equally well and normals 
less well than either "neurotic'' group. TherE;') were 20 §s in each group. 
The UCS was an air puff, q,nd the CS a tone through headphones. The UCR 
and CR were defined as eyeblink and psychogq,lvanic responses (PGR). 
There was no significant differenqe in acquisition for the normals com-
pared with the two neurotic groups (combined). 
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In the Franks (1956) study, conditionab!lity was found to be unre~ 
lated to the N-S scale, as measured by the Maudsley Medical Qµestion-
naire and Guilford's D and C scales, but was related to introversion, 
as measured bY the Guilford R. scale. A series of eyeblink condition-
ing studies have employed the ~aylor Manifest Ar~iety Scale (MAS), in 
which it has been argued that the total effective drive strength is in 
part a function of internal ap;x:iety, and it has been hypothesized that 
Ss with a greater degree of anxiety wo'\lld possese more drive and form 
-
eyeblink CRs better. Franks (1956) suggests that m~nifest anxiety is 
related to strong conditionability only to the extent that anxious 
people are introverted, and that while the MAS correlates with measures 
of neurotioism, it has also been shown to have a slight correlation with 
measures of introve:r·sion. 
Franks (1956 )- ind;i.cates that the poor condi tiona,bili ty of hysterics 
suppo~ts the hypothesis that hysterics are in a state of cortical inhi-
bition and dysthymfos in a state of cortiaC)Li exc:i,,tation and that the 
relationship of condi tionabili t;y tor both ''neurotic" groups and the 
normals to e:x:traversion-introversion and not neuroticism, is supportive 
of excitation-inhibition being closely related to extraversion-intro-
version. The behavior of introverts might be described in terms of 
over~conditioning and cortical excitation and that of the extraverts in 
terms of under~conditioning and cortical inhibition. 
In a second study, :Franks (1957) followed the same experimental 
procedure as in tl+e Franks (1956) study, with 60 undergraduate males as 
ss~ The findings were in line with the previous study. Introverted Ss 
~ -
conditioned considerably oetter than e:x:traverted _§s, and no correlation 
was found between oonditionability and neuroticism. 
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Willett (1960), as part of a larger study, predicted there would 
be a correlation between different conditioning measures (eyelid con-
ditioning, salivary conditioning, verbal conditioning, and spatial con-
ditioning) and that all conditioning measures would correlate signifi-
cantly wi'th a reliable measure of extraversion-introversion. Twenty 
.undergraduate males as gs. The §s were administer~d the MPI, along 
with several other tests. They eyeblink conditioning procedure followed 
that of Franks (1956, 1957). He was unable to replicate the findings 
of the above two studies, obtaining a low negative correlation between 
extrave~sion-introversion and eyeblink conditioning. Results from the 
salivary conditioning experiment were inconclusive. 
In the verbal conditioning phase of the Willett (1960) experiment 
there was a slightly negative relationship found between verbal condi-
tioning and neuroticism. The §s as grouped by ~he E-I scale, were more 
variable in their per!orma~ce. In the spatial conditioning phase of 
the Willett (1960) experiment, a slightly negative correlation was ob-
tained with introversion (r ~ -0.250). Willett (1960) concluded that 
the E-I scale was a poor criterion for diff'ere4tiatiri.g groups of intro-
verts and e~traverts. 
Vogel (1961) used 89 male gs in a galvanic skin Fesponse (GSR) 
conditioning experiment. He hypothesized that introvertec'l _§s would 
form GSR CRs .better than extraverted .§s. All Ss were administered the 
- . 
MPI. The .§s were dichotomized into I and E groups, according to the 
mean score on the E-I scale. The .§ was tested in a semi-soundproof 
room, and told it was a test of relaxation. The task was to spell syl-
lables presented on a memory drum, with the CS defined as nonsense syl-
lables, eg. 1 "L!J." 1rhe UCS was a doorbell buzzer. rrhe UCR and CR was 
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the GSR reaction, defined as the ch~nge in skin resistance to the CS 
larger than the S'~ la~gest GSR occurring to intervening buffer sylla~ 
""" 
bles. The number of times the buzzer was presented prior to achieve-
ment of this criterion constituted the count of trials to acquire the 
CR. The larger score indicated ~lower conditioniri_g. In accord with 
the experimental. hypothesis, the CR w13.s found to be more quickly ac-
quired and more resistant to extinction in introverted than in extra-
verted §s. Differences in GSR conditioning for I and E §s were statis~ 
ticaUy independent of differing :q.euroticism scores. Vogel (1961) in-
terpreted his :findings as consistent with the findings of Franks (1956, 
1957). 
Some experimental studies employing an operant conditioning para-
digm rather than a classical conditioning paradigm have also been sup-
portive of higher qonditionc;i,bility of introverts than extraverts. Quay 
and Hunt (1965) did a study employing· 458 incarcerated offenders in the 
u.s. Navy as §s. All Ss were administered the EPI. 
.... 
i;L':Pe experimental 
procedure consisted of a card being presented with a neutrally-toned 
past tense verb and five personal pronouns. The S was asked to make a 
... 
sentence with the verb and a selected pronoun. Reinforcement consisted 
of the E saying "good." Trials l-·26 were not rein;forced. For trials 
"""' 
26-85, the ! responded ''good," to sentences beginning with the pronouns 
"l" or "we." Trials 86-110 were not reinforced, It was found that 
introverted §s developed verbal conditionil'JfS better than extraverted 
.§s. The findings were interpreted as support for H. J. E;Y-senck's pre-
diction regarding greater conditionabHity of introverts. There was 
not a significant relationship of neuroticism to conditionability. Ex .... 
trave:rsion was significantly related to conditionability (r = ... 0.25). 
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Jawanda (1966) followed the same experimental procedure as the Quay 
and Hunt (1965) study, using 120 §s selected on the Panjabi version of 
the MfI. Introverted §s developed verbal conditioning better than ex-
traverte~ £s. Goodstein (1967) was unable to replicate the findings of 
Quay and Hunt (1965) and Jawanda (1966), with a sample of 220 female 
college students. He found no significant difference between intro-
verted and extraverted §s in ve:r:ibal condi ti.onabili ty. There was one 
difference, procedurely, which might have acco1inted for some of the 
difference, in that Goodstein (1967) selected §s 1 based on scores on 
the Guilford R soale. 
While several studies are reported in the literature in which pre-
dictions have been made about E scorers and I scorers on the MPI with 
regard to hypnotic susceptibility, no studies have been reported along 
the lines of this current investigation. A recent study by Stoudenmire 
\1972) is thought to provide some supped for greatE1r "conditionability" 
of I scorers than E scorers on the EPI, in muscle :relaxation training. 
He (:lelected 18 Is and 18 ER!, all :female undergraduates, and hyppthesized 
that Is would learn to relax better than Es. Standard tape-recorded 
instructions were used. for the relaxation training sessions. The £s 
were trained. in groups of three Is and three Es. Each group received 
three sessions of muscle relaxation training. There was a significant 
decvease in anxiet;y state measures (STAI .An,:x:iety State Scale and MA.A.CL 
Am:iety Today Form) for Is but not Ei:;, which was interpreted as "ten-
tative support" for Eysenck's theory of' f'aster learning and condi tionipg 
of ls when oo~pared. to Es. 
Development of the Maudsley Personality 
Inventory (MPI) 
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The MPI was construoted to measure the two personality dimensions 
of extraversion~introversion (E) and neuroticism-stability (N). While 
the.MPI was not employed in the present experimental study, as the fore-
runner of the EPI, a review of the development of the MPI seems cogent, 
especially since research findings employing the MPI are cited as sup-
portive of the construct validity of the EPI (H. J. Eysenck & S.B.G. 
Eysenck, 1968, 1969). 
H. J. Eysenck (+956) and H. J. Eysenck and. s.B.Q. Eysenck (1969) 
have outlined the procedure followed in the construction of the MPI. 
Items from Guilford's multifactorial questionnaire and the Maudsley 
Medical Questionnaire (MMQ) (H. J, Eysenck, 1952) were subjected to an 
item analysis with a sample of 200 men and 200 women, all British born, 
white, and with the majority between 20 tq 35 years of age. Twenty 
four items were selected ;for the N scale which showed a significant re-
lationship with Guiitord' s Cycloid ( C) $Cale hut an insignificant re-, 
lationship witt Guilford's Rhatbymia (R) scale for both sexes. Twenty 
fo11r i terns were selected for the E scale which had a significant re la~ 
tionship with the C scale for both sexes. A factor 13-nalysis was then 
performed f'or the 48 items, and two factors (N and E) were extracted. 
A rotation according to simple structure was performed; and the N-scale 
items were found to cluster together 13-s were the E-scale items. 
Knapp (1962) reports th~t in more than 20 different normal samples, 
the correlation between the N and E scales averaged around ..... 15. While 
the N and E scales have been found to be almost virtually independent 
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for normal samples, when neurotio samples, or normal individuals with 
high neu:rqtioism i;;oores oply are considered, correlation1;1 range from 
.... ;30 to -.40 between the N and E scalE?s. This finding is attributed to 
the nonlinearity of the regression lines at high introversion scores 
(Knapp, 1962) 1 an explanation which Bursill (1965) views as quite weak. 
H. J. Eysenck (1967) has attempted to aooount for this relationship be-
tween extraversion-introversion and neuroticism~stabi1ity in neurotic 
samples and for individuals with high N~sca1e scores in terms of auto-
nomic activation and cortical arousa;L beine; synoeymous wheire strong 
emotions are involved; i.e., for the high N individual, even mild stim-
uli (which would ordinarily involve only cortical arousal) elicit auto-
nomic activation. 
In a review of research with the MP+, Knapp (1962) reports that 
high reliability has .. been demonstrated. For many samples split-half' 
and Kuder-Richardson reliabilit~ coefficients have :ranged between .75 
and .85 for the E scale and between .85 and .90 for the N scale. For a 
sample of more than 100, test~retest reliabilities were .83 for the E 
scale and .81 for the N scale. 
Negligible differences due to age, sex and elass differences have 
been found with the MPI; the E and N soales a.re nearly independent of 
intelligence; and negligible effects due to response set have been 
demonsiirated (Knapp, 1962). Since all of the N.-r;:ioale items are keyed 
"yes," H. J •. Eysenck (l.962) explored the possibility qf an acquiescence 
response set, Measures of extraversion (MPI), neuroticism (MPI), au-
thoritarianism, indecisi v~ness (the number of "?" responses) 1 and acqui·" 
escenoe (the number o;f "yes" responses) were submitted to a facotr 
analysis. The MPI scales showed negligible loadings, with coefficients 
of .07or less on the two rli!sponse set factors. 
Va;Vdi1t;;: ?!, ;t~e Ms.u.dsJ,el Persop;a~~"~iY 
Inv~ri1or~ (,M)PI )1 
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The validation of the MPl wi+i be oon~ide+~d in terms o! factorial 
validity, concurrent validity, validity by nominated groups, and oon-
strl.lct validity. 
Factorial. Validi~jy· Two.st~~ie$ have demonstrated the correlation 
. ". ; , , . , ,I 4 . 
between the N and E scales of the MPI ~d the factors they purport to 
measure. Hildebrand. (1958) admin;i.stereci a J,.arge ba.tte:ry of intelligence 
and personality tests to 145 neurotic, ma.le inp~tients and 25 male 
soldiers. A centroid analysis was pe:r;f'ormed on: the data, and three 
factors, "introve:rsian...e:x;traveI'ion," ''n~uroticisrn," apd "general in tel-
lige:rioe 11 ·were extracted. 
Bendig (1960) computed'factor loadings for severai measures of 
neuroticism and a.r:i.xiety. He term~d the two independent fa,ctoris "extra-
version ... introve;rsion" and "emotionality." lie reports factor loadings 
~rom ,78 to .•79 for the E scale of the MPI for his e~tra.version~intro~ 
version fact9r and factor loadings from .64 to ~78 for the N scale of 
the MPI, for his emotionality factor. 
Conc1lrre,nt Vatidi~;y, Knapp (1962) r~POrta that the MPI scales 
have been shown to correlate highly with several other scales purport-
ing to measure the dimensions of extraversion~introversion or neuroti-
cism~stability or related constructs. However, a review of this fairly 
e~tensive area of research does not seem essential, 
Validit~ b~ No!IJinat:'d Grou~.~· S,B.O, Ey111enqk (1962) asked judges 
to nominate people based on descriptions of e~traversion and 
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introversion, and neuroti9ism and stabi.1.i t;Y. 'rhe n,omir1ated Es completed 
the MPI. Mean extrav~rsion scores ~or §s nominated as most extraverted 
were signific~mtly higher th13.n those nomip.ated a:t most introverted. 
Me~n ne~roticism scores for Ss nomina~ed as most neurotic were signifi~ ,... 
oantly higher than those nominated as most stable. 
Const.ruct ya.lidi t;z. Three lines of research have been pursued in 
attempting construct validation of the IVJPI - ob1,3erva.tional studies 1 
studies on drw;. e:f'fects 9,lld studies relating the neuroticism-stp,bili ty 
and extraversion-introversion dimensions to various experimental phe-
nomena of perception, conditioning, motor learn:j.n,g, verbal learning, 
autonomic reactivity, etc. 
I~ ~evera~ studies utilizing the MPI with psyoµiatric diagnositc 
groups, and in line Vfi th predic·~ions from H. J ~ ~sf;?nck' s theory, dys-
tlzymic neurotics have been showtl to have high scans on neurotioism and 
low scores on extra.version, while psychopaths and h;ysterics have been 
shown to have high scores on neuroticism b'l,lt to score higher on extra-
version than the d;ysthymics (Knapp, 1962). 
Also in line with predictions frqm H. J. Eysenck's theory, nume-
rous d~ i;:;tudies have been carried out in which it has 'oeen postulated 
and demonstrated that depr~E1sant drugs change behavior in ,o,n extraverted. 
direction while ?timulant drugs oharl{_l,'e behavior in an introverted direc-
tion, as measured by the MPI (Knapp 1 1962). 
rrhe variety of' laboratory co:q.struct vali~la·tion stui;lies ca.Fried out 
wi t:P. the MPI is quite nµrne:rous iµ the e:x;perimenta~. literature. Some of 
the areas of stuqy have included eyebl;Lnk conditioning, verbal condi-
tioning, motor learning, reminiscence and drive, fie:,-ural after effects, 
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etc., in which predictions have been mad~ and demonstrated relative to 
the ext~aversion-intrqversion and/or neurot~oiem~stability dimensions 
as measured by the MPI, from H. J. l!zy'senck's theory (Knapp, 1962). 
Devel~pment of t~e E;Y~e~ck Personality 
Inv~ntory (EPI) 
'l1he EPI is a ;further refinement of the MPI. There are two parallel 
forms (Forms 4 and B), eaoh consiS,ting of 24 N-soale items and 24 E-
scale items, answered "yes" or "no." "- Liie (L) sca;l.,e (9 items in each 
form) i~ also included to detect response di~tortion, i.e., the ten-
dency to put oneself in a social.ly f'Fl.vorable light (H. J. Eysenck & 
S~B.Q. E,ysenck, 1968), 
About a dozen factor analytic studies, employing more than 30,000 
~a were carried o~t in constl,11.lcting the E:PI (s~~.G. ]!lysenck, 1960; H. J. 
Eysenck & $.B,G. Eysenck, 1962). The ~s we~e widely representative of 
the English population, varying in se~ and ~ge composition~ Some of 
the .§s were university students, some middle~class groups, and some 
working~class groups. The final factor analytic study had a matrix of 
108 entries, which included all items of Forms A and B of the EPI. 
~he orthogonality of the E and N scales of the EPl has been demon~ 
strated, The slight correlation between N and E whioh was present in 
the MPI for normal samples, was removed by adding, subtracting and re-
writing items and then subjecting them to repe~ted factor analysis. 
For both forms of the EPI the co;r;relation f'or normal Ss is .04; for an 
-
American college sample, correlations between scales are .Ol (Form A) 
and ~.11 (~orm B) (H. J. Eysenck & S.B,G. Eysenck, 1962), Farley (1967) 
reports correlations between .12 and -.16 between E and N for seven 
~lish sampl~s; and, Colstan (1969) reports ~ oo~re1ation of -.055 
between E and N for 557 Australia.?+ military ~eyruits. Information 
could nQt be found in the experimental +itef~ture about whether the 
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nonline~rity r;:,i! ;regr~ssion lines for high N scores a:{?pJ,.ies to the EPl 
as well as the MPI. 
Test~retest reliability for two g~oups of English Ss range from 
. . -
.84 to ,94 for both forms and between .80 and .97 for the separate 
forms of the EPI. Split-half reliabilities for norm~l ~s are .86 for 
E (both forms); .89 for N (both, t'orms); ,75 for E (Form A. versus B); 
and, .89 for N (Form A vers~s B) (H. J, E;ysenck & S.D.G. Eysenck, 1962). 
In a critique of the EPI 1 Lingoes (1965) has raised the pqint that 
if the EPI and MPl are found to por~elate ae high or higher for E and N 
than both forms of the EPI, ~he MPI 9oul~ be considered another form of 
the EPI. Also, if there are to ··be two forms of the EPl, if one or both 
EPI forms correlates significantly hi~~er with the MPI than the equiva-
lent forms coefficients of ~75 an4 .86 for i and N respectively, the 
MP+ should b~ considered as one of the two forme. L~ngoes (1965) fur-
th~r notes that if the MPI correlates muoh less with either of the EPI 
forms, justific~tion should not "be ma4e for EPI valid::j.ty based on MPI 
research f~nding~. It is surprising that correlative studies are not 
reported in the li te!'ature for the MPI (ll.fl.<i EPI. 
On the E.PI, a sig~ificant trend has been demonstrated fop E and N 
to decline w~th age. Correlations with sex are negligible. There is a 
trend, though not significant, for workipg~class people to score higher 
than middle"!"class people on the N scale (s.B.G. Eys19nok, 1960). 
~o~mative data for the EPI is availabi~ !or American college stu-
dents and for selected occupational groups and clinical groups (H. J. 
Eysenck & S.B.G. Eyeenck, 1968). 
V~~i~i t;y of thE( !(se,11-ck, Pe;rso,nak~ ty 
ln~1e,nt9:r;r ~EPI l 
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Fa~t8riF<l. 1Va~Asiti¥:. WJ:iite, Eyse;nck 1 and Soveif (1969, Ch. 19) 
report the end result~ of an extensive faoto:vial. analye;:is employing the 
EPI, the Cattell Personality Inventory and the Guilford Personality 
Inventory. The E and N factors were found to overlap in their vari-
anoes only to the extent of 1%, givi~ additional S\lpport for the 
orthogonality of E and N. The higher order f~otors (E and N) were 
found to be replicable across sex and from one investigator's set of 
questions to another. 
Concurrent ValiditjY• Rather than oarr~ out an extensive review of 
Ii P. ; AA. 
the co:1:1relationship st111iies of the EPI with various "anx:iety" scales 
and other personality inventories, let it be ~9ted that there have been 
many studies demonstrating a relationship of the N and E scales to re-
lated constructs of other tests (H. J. Eys~nck & S.B,G. Eysenck, 1968). 
Validitl bjY No1minatey\ ,Grou.~~· In a stv.qy similar to the S.B.G. 
Eysenck (1962) study with the MPI, S.B.Q. Eysenck and H. J. Eysenck 
(1963) had independent judges nominate~ ~s as extraverted or intro-
verted, and stable or unstable. Tb,e nominated ~s took the EPI. Mean 
extraversion scores on the EPI for Ss nominated as extraverted were 
..,.. 
significantly higher than those nominated as int:voverted. Mean neu-
rotioism scores on the EPI for §s nominated as unstable were signi:f'i-
cantl.y higher than those nominated as sta.ble. 
Jn a study employing self ratings, Vingoe (1966) asked £s to rate 
themseives on a seven~point scale of extraversion-introversion, after 
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com:p:j..eti:ng the EPI. Dividing the Ss aooo:rciing to their seJ.f ratings 
...., 
and dichotomizing on J!Wl extraver13ion ;'!Cores y:i,.eldfild criterion grou:p$ 
that were significantly different. Vingoe (1968) l};;i,s replicated these 
find.i~s. 
Constru.ot Val~di t~· Moet suppqrt for the constri.ict validation of 
tlle EPI is cited from MPI research. Transfer of :f<'IP::\: fin(iings to the 
EPI seems justif'ied if there is a high correlation between the two 
tests. To date, correlational studies comparing th~ MPI and EPI have 
not been reported in the literature. In line with predictions from 
H, J. Eysenck's theory, utilizing the EPI with psyohia.i;ric diagnostic 
groups, it has been shown that dy9tb;ymic neurotics have high scores on 
neuroticism and low sqores on extraversion, while psychopaths and 
hysterics have high scores on neurotioism but score higher on ext:raver-
edon than the dystb;ymios (Hf J. Eysenck & s.:s.a. Eysenck, 1968). 
Skin Temperature as a Dependent 
Va:riable Measure 
In AT the achievement af "warmi;h" in the extremit:i,.e$ is thought 
to indicate the presence of a psychological f;'Jtate of passive volition, 
rather than active volition, and henc~ it seems that temperature of the 
e;x:t:remities would provide an appropriate index of ANS relaxation. Se .... 
lection of $~in tempe:rature, more speQifical+y hand temperature, as the 
dep~ndent variable of interest in the oun:ient study was also based upon 
the experimental procedu;r-e of Green et al. (1967), ip. which hand tern-
pe:ratµre Wal? used as an indicator of ANS :rela;1<:ation. 
Razran (1961) and other :researchers, have demonstrated that the 
normal response in the hand,s to an alerting stimulus, which causes 
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attention to be focused on periphera;t. proQeas~s ia vasoconstriction, 
acoomp&.q.ied by a decrease in l:ilk:in temper13-tu.re, gene:r~1;t.y considered to 
"be an ~norease in autonomic tension. Vasodialation in the hands is 
acqompanied b¥ an increase in temperature, an~ is g~ner~lly considered 
to be evidence of autonomic relaxation, which also suggests the appro-
priateness of hand temperatu.re as the d~pendent va~iable of choice in 
th~ current study, 
~aoey (1950) has demonstrated tnat the~~ is marked individual va:ri-
abHity in autonomic response under stresflful oo;r;i.ditions. However, 
since the focus of tlle preijent study is o:r:i d~o~easeQ. p~ripheral tension 
rather than increased peripheral tension, his finding does not seem to 
pJ;'ovide a major i:i:i.:f';f'icul t;v. 
The ~\U?lmary of ph;Ysiologioal factors involved in skin temperature 
is from information :presented b;y- Oey"\io:n (;i.969). 
The s~rfa.ce te~pe~atu~e of the skin is influenced by several in-
ternal arid external factors. Rate of blood f+ow through the skin, 
vasodialationa~dvaaoconstriotion of various struct~res of the skin, 
the temperature and humidity of the ~urrounding environment, and the 
movement of air all influence skin temperature. 
Just beneath the skin is a continuo~s ve~ous pl~~s, ~upplied in 
the most exposed body parts (ha~qs, feet, ea~s) trqm the arterioles to 
the veins. A high rate of blood flow causes heat to be conducted from 
the bo<:ly core to the s~in; a reduction in r~te of blood flow decreases 
heat conduction from the bodJ core, 
The heat conduction to the skin by tbe blood is controlled by the 
de~ree of vaaooonstriotion of th~ arterioies supplying blood to the 
venue plexus, Vasoconetriotion is controlled almost entirely by the 
s¥mpathio n~rvous s~stem, Under eymp~thetic st~mulation, t~e arterioles 
sUP:PlYi:pg the skin a1;'e oontinuiil-ll;v in a s~ate of const:rictio:n,. When 
eympathetio centers of the post~;rior bypot~alamus aP~ stimulated, the 
blood veaself?I a;re oonetrici;ed fu·rther, When posterior centers of the 
h;y:pothalamus are inhibited, Qlood .ve~sels dilate. 
Another meohan~sm influencirig blood flow to the skiu involves 
stimulation of thb sweat glands, Wnen t~ese giands are activated, they 
release a substci,n,oe which diffuses to sur!X'Punding t:i,ssut;>s causing in-
creased vasodialation of tbe blood ves~~ls. 
Skin temperature varies for bo9,y location, a~d :rat~ of change in 
skin temp~rature also va:vies for body looci.t:Lc:m, At roam temperatures 
beJ,.ow 25°0, indoors, ai+d under o:r~ina;r:y restipg cond:i,tions? th,e trunk, 
h~ad an4 neck have the highest surf~ce temperature, with the arms and 
ha.Ads low~r than the limbs (Plutc}lik, ;1,956); Sheard, WilHams., and 
HQrton (l941) ;found that tll,e skin tempe;ciatu,pe of the :foreheia.d, thorax,·. 
iind the upper portions of the arms· a~d leg~ lies between 32 and 35°0, 
with a peripheral temperatu.re gra~ient from shouider to finger and from 
thigh to toe, with the lowest temp~rature at the toes. 
l'he fol.lowing finding has 'beari~ .dn the cu~rent inveatigat:i,.on; 
11
.,.measu.re of the Eiki;q. temperature of the fingers and toes serve as 
the most sensitive indicators of the ohangee of the blood flow of the 
superficial vessele in order that the rate of heat production may equal 
th~ rate of heat loss, kE;ieping the internal tElm;pe;ra,ture 9onsta,nt. 
~he~efore there is some justification in recording finger or toe temp-
erature in experimental work, for these wiU be maximally sensitive to 
the effects of stimulation or changed c:;:onditionfl" (Plutohik, 19561 
P, 253). 
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Also relevc;i.nt to the eu:rrent stu<tY is i;he finding of Mittleman and 
Wo1ff (1939) \;hat major drops in :finger temperature were associated 
with a slight inorease in forehead and cheek temperature. 
Only one study was found in th~ literature dealing with difference~ 
in skin temperature between men and women. With a sample of two women 
and four men, Hardy, Milhorst, and DuBois (1941) reported that under 
basal conditions, skin temperature char.iges more in women than in men 
with changes in envirollll]ental temperature, and that men sweat more than 
women. 
Also of relevance to the current study would be any findings on 
skin temperature changes as related to the female menstrual cycle. 
Rothman and Felsher (1946) stated that direct capillary observation in-
dicates that there is a cyclic variation in the tonicity of cutaneous 
capillaries with the menstrual oycle. However, P1utchik (1956) indi-
cates the above finding should not be interpreted as strong support for 
c;rclic skin temperature changes associated with the menstrual cycle, as 
research findings suggest that capillary size has little effeqt on 
blood flow. 
While a grasp of the physiological factors involved in skin tern~ 
peratur~ is informational, research studies more direct1y related to the 
current investigation are those o.onc13rned with th.e experience of tem:-
perature states, E'?g., "warmth," and with skin temperature changes 
associated with states of relrucation, hypnosi~, etc. ~here are few 
such studies reported in the literature. 
A study by Winslow, Herrington and Gagge (1937) employed what they 
referred to as a "comfort vote" method. Ratings were obtained for ,2s 
at rest under various environment~l conditions, where the ratings were: 
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"pleasant" = 1-2; "indifferent" = 3; "unpleasiant" = 4; and, "very 
unpleasant" = 5. TheJ;'e waf:! a eharP increase in :ratings of "pleasant" 
to "very unpleasant" with a 2.5°0 rise in average skin temperature. A 
deorease of more than 4.5°0 in ave:r~·e skin temperat~re was required to 
evoke ratings of "unpleasci.nt. 11 Whether a small temperature rise or 
fall was rated as "pleasant," "ve:ry unpleasant" or "indifferent" de-
0 pended on the level of average skin temperature related to 33.5 O. 
Hardy (1961) reported a study on thermal sensation in which he 
found that cold se:q,sation persisted in skin temperature lower than 23 
to 25°c and warm sensations near 40°c. He propo~ed the possibility of 
two positive f'e!2ldback loops fox: reguJatory response to environmental 
thermal stimuli e:ldsting fo:r "cold'' and "warmth" sensations; i.e. , in-
creased va,sqdia;Lation leads to an increase in "warmth" which in turn 
leads to increased vasodialation, and increased vasoconstriction leads 
to an increase in "cold" which in tu:pn leads to increased 
vasoconstriotion. 
In an attempt to find a physiological index consistently corre-
lated with hypnotic trance, Reid and Curtsinger (1968) studied changes 
in respiration rate, pu:).se rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure 
and oral temperature. The physiological measures were taken before 
trance, during the trance, and five minutes after termination of the 
trance for 20 volunteer §s. The §s were inst;t'lUcted to olose their eyes, 
and to relax their muscles ~n progressive steps and then to visualize a 
pleasant scene as the E counted to twenty~ H;ypnotic depth was judged 
clinically. Under neutral hypnosis, there was a significant increase 
6.o in oral temperature, averaging O. F, while there was no significant 
change in the other pl\ysio1ogica1 indices. An additional nine §s 1 
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were measured under nonhypnotic rel~ation, an~ showe~ no significant 
change in oral temperature. For an id~itional four Se, signigicant in~ 
""" 
creases :j.n skin temperature of the fo:r~head, Palm of tne h,a.nd, and the 
Mittlemann and Wolff (1939) correl~ted finger temperature changes 
with introspective reports of Ss' emotiQns, dreams, associations, e~~ 
.... 
pressive behavior, etc. Vario~s emotions as evaluated by the E were 
.,.. 
correlated with a rise or decrease in skin tem~erature. Of most in-
terest for thi!ll research study, is that rei~ation wae found to be re.,,. 
lated to an increase in skin temperatur~· 
In a clinical case report, Craig (1944) m~as~red the finger tem-
perature of a J5-year old girl with Raynaud's di~ease dutiJ:l€; a psy-
chiatric interview oonce:rni~ sexu.al matters~ Durine; the 25-mfnute 
interview, her finger temperatur~ dropped l0°C, J;>u.ri:pg the 25-minute 
period following the interview, her finger t~mpe:rature i:nc:reased 4.5°c. 
This single case ~tudy sl,lggests that stat~s of reiax~tion are associ-
ated witt. increased fi~er temperature~ 
Statement of Hypoi;h~ses 
The major 117pothesis of this reeearch st~qy involves the greater 
"co;qditionabiht~" of introverts when compared with e:x:;traverts, on the 
E-l dimension of the E)?I. ~t is expected that introverts will perform 
better in an experimental situ~tion which involves learning new inter~ 
nal responses, when trainine; techniques of reialf:~ti9n 1 autoge~ic train-
il18' and biofeedback procedures are used. 
I{ypothesis l.: Introverts wiH show a greater increaee in l,eft 
forefinge;r tempe:ratu~~ than e:x:;traverts, 
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The sec9nd :Qypotheeis of in~!i)rest in tnis stuqy concerns the dif..,.. 
ferent t:rca,in;i.ng oq:qditioni:i to b~ emp~9yeQ.: rel.µat~o.n trFJ,;ir,ting, auto-
gen,;iq training and biofeedback training. It is e:x:peci;ed that biofeed~ 
back t.ra;i,ri.ing ii> ~ruperior to a:qto~en;ic t;raining a,n.d both are superior 
to relaxation training, in b;ringing q,bcrn t ne¥ ~nternal responses. 
Hypothesis 2; BiofeeQ.bc;i,ck training is more effective than 
autogeniq training and both are more effective 
th~n rela~ation traini:rig in producing increased 
left forefin~er temperature. 
Because of the e:iq>lo;ratory ni3-tur~ e>f this st-i;dy, no hypotheses are 
bl,'?;ing considered relative to the inte:ractio.l'l of the three training con~ 
ditions witl,'J. the extraversion-introversion dimension of the EPI. 
C~R II 
Mm'HOD 
The .§.s were ~6 female employe~s at La.:rn,ed ~tate Hospital in Larned, 
Kansas, between 20 and 56 years of age. 
An alphabetical list of ali empioyee~ wa~ obt~i~ed from the Larned 
State Hospital Personnel Departmeny. Fro~ t4is li~t name~ of female 
employees were raµdomly a~signed to two po~ulation pools (as a second 
related research study was being carr~ed ou~ simµ,lt~eo~sly). Approxi-
mattly 150 women were sent copie~ of Form A and Form B of the Eysenck 
Personality Inventory (~I), alp:ng with a letter requesting their co-
op~~ation in t4e research project (~ppendix A) and ~ ~e1ea$e form 
(App~nd:i.:x: l3). 
After e~cludi:ng the ret~rned "JP+ protooals for women who ~ere not 
within the ~e range of 18 to 56 years of age, and with a Lie (L) score 
(~orms A and l3 combined) on the EPI higher than 6, the lnterversion~ 
E;x:traversion (I~~) scale and the Stability~Neuretipism (s~N) scale were 
scored (Forms A and B oombinecl). 
4 second ;form l~tte:r (Appendix C) was senv to women sooring within 
th~ highest 30% and within the lowest 30'% on the I-E scale, of the re-
turned EPI p:rotocals. 
Approximately h~lf of the wome~ who wer~ sent the second form 
letter agreed to participate in the experiment. Of th~ ~s whq "began 
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tl:).e experiment, one § (i:µ the r ... contrpl group) te:rmini:tted after com-.. 
pbting only al:laut one f Ol,lrth of the training t+ia+s) ~i ving as a re a.-
son that he~ work sohedu~e was too l').eavy. She was ;rep~,aced by the n€ixt 
available 1!1 seleote~ ~t r~~dom. 
~he 36 §s were divided into two g~o~ps of iB ~s ~ach based on their 
I-.E scores. §s with scores in the upper 3Cf%i on the l-E scale of the 
EPI are designated as the E group; §s with scores in the lower 3o% on 
the I~E scale are designated as the i group. Ss in the l and E groups 
~ 
were randomly assie?"ned to one of the three experimental conditions: 
Conttol group, No~feedback group, or ~eedback group, as outlined in 
the experimental procedure, after the ~hree l:laseline trials were 
compl.etf!:'ld. 
For th~ sample in this study the me~n I~E score for the I group 
was :n.oo (SD ::; 2.79), and thE:J mean i ... is sc9re for the E group was 32.83 
(SD::; 3.34). '!'he mean S-N score for the I g:roup was 20.61 (SD= l0,79), 
and the mean S-:tf soore for thei E gr0up was 19,g2 (SP= 8.71). The mea,n 
L scorf' for the l group was 3. ll (SD ·= 1 •. 52) , and ·the mean L score for 
the E group w;as 2.83 (SD = l.42). The meap, age of J: §s was 40.06 
(SD = l.0.30), and the m0a,n age of$ Ss WP.$ 36.28 (SD = l0.52). The 
I ' - I 
means and standard deviations for t,he J;-~, S-N ari,d ~ scores of the :EPI 
and. for age, for each tr~atment condit~on, oan l;le referreli to in 
Appendix D (Table XlI). 
dimensions are considered to be conceptual~y and em:piricaHy indep(;m..,. 
dent, a Pearson product,..moment correla:tion ooef!icient (r) (Guilford, 
~ 
1956, Pp. l35~l53) was calculate~ qetween the I-E scores and the s~N 
scores for the sample in this research stud;y, An r of -.028 s-uggests 
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onJ,y a $~ightly negative ~~ia.tionehip betw~en the l~E scores and the 
$-.N SCOJ!'«H\\, and providefi support for the indepen<;l~noe of "t;he. ;i.ntrove:r..... 
sion .... ex'i/raversion a:n.d etaoUi ty ... neri+:xioticism dimensions. 
While there ie oc;>n~id.fH'able individu.aJ, va:ria'bilit;y ill. skin tern,.. 
peratµr~ (OuYten, 1966), variability due to se~ d.ifferences in skin 
tempe~ature was controlled by restriqt~ng tpe samples to females. The 
reetriotion in the age range (18 to 56 1e~ps) of ~s was made, as vascu-
lar efficiency has bee~ f oµnd to be related to tne ~ing process 
( Guyten, 1966). 
Based on a persof.lal oommunioatio~ witn E~mer Green (October, 1970), 
t}J.e ri>H:1.mpi~. 
Venables and Martin (;l.967) i:ridiqate that a rc;iorn t~mperatu:re accu-
rate to l or 2°c wili eneur~ that the §'e skin t~mpe~ature will remain 
within reasonable limits for e~per;i.mentation 1 provi~ed there is a short 
adaptation p~riod t9 the ~xperimental environment~ ~he temperature 
within the experimental room was reoo;rde4 at the Qe€inning of each 
training trial~ Throughout the ex~erim~ntal Procedure, the temperature 
w~s found to vary betw~en 70° ~d 75°F, which was oo~sidered to be 
nee-lig;i.ble, a.is PJ.1,l.tchik (1956) reporrti~ tha~ ,,~nviron,mental tempEH'ature 
..... , __ 
f:i;om 24°c to 28°c (75.2°F to 82.4°F) prod~q~.~· y~rtt.J.aHy no oheixig~ in 
skin temperature. A 10 ... minute period of temperatu?'e adaptation, in the 
waiting room :proceded each traini~ sessipn. 
During the training sessions, extran~ou~ light in the experimental 
room was minimized by covering the one window with a black shade; 
however, e:x:tranem.~i:; light did vary throughout the day. There was mini-
mal interferrine; noise as the experimental room was in a q1;1.iet, se-
eluded area, There was some unmasked sound from the pen reoorder. 
Eqµ.ipment 
A Temperature Feedoack Meter (TF'M) supplied by Rex I+istruments, at 
The Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Kansas, was employed. The TFM is 
portable and battery operated, and has a signal output of 100 mm per °F. 
The TFM was modified for a serve ..... pen recorder of' 100, 000 ohms. 'I'he TFM 
has a lighted dial and one potentiom~ter to center the vertical needle 
at 11 011 and ano'ther potentiometer for calibri;ttion and translation of 
electronic measures into sp~cif~c temperature values. 
The Thermistor (a temperature s~nsing d~vice) is approximately 2 
mm in diameter, and is partially covered by an epo:Jcy' nonconductor, ap-
proximately 1 cm square. The th~rmistor i~ wired to the TFM and at-
taohed with the point ex:posed frof!J the epo;;icy base to the skin surf ace. 
The TFM was calibrated by the E in water baths of known tempera~ 
; - . 
tµre, using a "Taylor" laboratory theJ;'mom~ter scaled for fahrenheit 
temperature readings. According to.Venables and Martin (1967), for 
most skin temperatures, acouracY of me~surement with a thermister can 
0 be arounP. 0.1 C. 
As the thermister senses temperature increases, the TFM needle 
deflects to the right on the meter dial (25 gradatio~s o~ the meter 
equaling 2.5°F). As the thermistor senses temperature decreases, the 
TFM needle deflects to the left on the meter dial. 
A continuous record for each training trial was obtained with a 
Heath Serve~Pen Recorder, Model EV20B, single speed, two inches per 
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minute, with an event mavker signaling the ons~t and termination of' 
Heiath ohart :paper was used for data recordil".\B'· It is ruled into 
on~ inoh squares, each subO.ivide\l., into ten :rectari~les. Wli.en the pe.n is 
centereQ., :i,.t can move :five one .... inoh E;Jquare dimen,sions in each direction. 
Other equipment consisted of a recUning Ql:tair, 9-nd a Norel90 
reel-type tape recorder. 
E+perimental Procedure 
Pilot Data 
Five pilots Ss were run prior to the ~~Periment ~o m~e sure the 
.... 
procedupe could pe followed smoothly, and to see if clarification was 
reqµired relative to the tape~;record~d instn~~tion~, eta. It was de~ 
termin~4 that a 90 second perio<l wa,s sufficiently lqng for an e;x:peri-
mental trial, :in Une with AT :groef!)d;µ:res (L:µthe, J,9o9) and the Green, 
et al. (1957) p;roc~dures. Pilot Ss we~e run with a thermistor attached 
..... 
to the f orel:tead anCi thermii;;tor attached to the left f 9refinger. The 
TFM was initially oa;l;i.brat(:}d to provide a :relp.tive :index between fore-
head and left forefinger temperature as s~gested by the procedure of 
Green et al (1967). The decision to calibrate th~ TFM for absolute 
temperature readings was based on the;re bei~ fairly wide indi11:t:dual 
differences in skin temperature (G"Lcy"ton, 1966). Also, O'Connor and 
McCarthy (1952) express the :i.mportanc'1 of consid~ring the initial level 
of skin tempE!l~•~h .. in research concerned w;i. th temperature change, as 
the temperature cha:pge required to p:roduoe p. stand,ar~ sen~ation of 
warmth is funct~ona1ly related tq initial skin temperature. It might 
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be noted, however, that ~or~, Jo'.Pn~on and Lubin (1964) state evidenoe 
suggesting that Wi:J..(ler's (1957) "Law of Initifll Valu,.e," which states 
that given a standard stimu~us and a standard period of measurement, 
the response defined as a change from thliil ~nitial value wil:l. tend to 
be smaller when the initial value is higher, do~s not apply to skin 
temperature responses. 
The experimental room was approxi~ately 10 ft~ by 9 ft. The re-
clining chair was placed in the ce:nter of the room. The TFM and the 
pen recorder were on a table to tbe l,eft of the rec;iUning chair. The 
tape recorder was situated on the floor to the left of the table. Dur-
ing the training trials, the ~ sat in a oh~ir behind the table. 
Baseline Trials 
. ' 
The identical proQed"\lr(!l was fo], lowed .f Pr !:!.l.1 5$?:· f'o.r the first 
' - +·· 
three (baseline) t;rial.s· UpQn enteri~ the E;Jxperimental :room, the! 
asked the £ to be seated in the :rec;;l:i.ning chair. The chair was then 
placed in the reclining position. The~ then swa~bed the £'s left 
forefinger with ru~bip,g alcohol to remove surface impurities from the 
skin. On the first trial, as tne ,! attacned the tnermisto;r to the 
"ball" of the §' s J.,eft forefinger, she stated: !'This is to he],p me 
coll(Olct data and is harmless." (This statement was mi3-de as some of 
the pilot §s ha~ e~pressed the fear of bei:qg shocked the first time 
the thermistor was attached.) The thermistor was attaohecl. with cello ... 
phane tape, which according to Plui;chik (l.956) provi~es a i::iource of 
meaaureme:pt error, though slighi;;, due to pre1Ssure on the skin surface, 
and also because it affects the ~vailability of moisture for evapora-
tion. The TFM dial was not within the §'s view tnroughout the trial. 
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The ! then turned off the ligb,ta, cheo~eQ. the TFM caUbra.tion and 
sta~ted the serve-recorder. ~he E then ~tarted the tape~reeordtr in-
.... 
Upon termination of the ta:ped inS1tr1;1.ctio:p.s, a 90 second tria). ens\led,.. 
The .! then stopped th,e serve-re9o:rder a:nd turned on the room lighting, 
The .! then removed the thermistor ~d returned the reclining chair to 
an, upright position. The! then thanked the~ and cQnfirmed the next 
appointment time. 
The first two baseline trials were given on dey 1 and the third 
during the first session of day 2. 
TrainiBJ; Tria.ls 
,-.-- ,- . ..- .. 
The tr~ining trials consisted of ~O se~siqns, each at the rate of 
2 ~es~ions per d~, under one of the follo~ing three conditions. 
pontr~,l ( C) .. Grou;g. The same p:r;'ocedu;re w~s followed for the 20 
training trials as was fo11owe~ for the th~ee base1ine trials. 
No Fexdba9k. \NFB) GfOUJ(• ThE;i tape ... record.ed autogenic instructions, 
66 seconds in length, and recorded by the ! (Appendix E) were given for 
the 20 training t;rials, fol1owe(i by a, 90 seoqnd trial. The TF:tr1 dial 
was :n,ot within thi;i .§.'s view t:ti.roµgh,put each trial. At the end of each 
trial, the S was asked to fill out a questionnaire (.A.ppenO.;i..x F). 
' -
Feedback. (;FB) .. Group. r,I1he ta;pe ... reoorded instructione;:, 108 seconds 
in length, and recorded by the .! (Appendix E) were given for the 20 
training trials, followed by a 90 second triaJ. 'rhe TFM dial was with..-
in the .§'s view throughout each tr:i,a~. ,(tt the end of each trial, the 
.§ was aisked to fill out the s~me questio:nn!'tire (Appendi;x: F) as the 
N.FB Ss. 
- ' 
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The C §s were not asked to f iU oµ'\i tb.e qµest:i,.on,naire as :phrases 
in its content were ba~ed on the N'FB and Fl3 ta.pe~ instructions• 
Nota1;>le s:pontanef>\l.s fl1lctuations Qf skin temperature have be.en 
~hown with h~mans and anim~1s. Steele (1934) demonst~ated fairly regu~ 
0 lar diurnal variations in s~i~ temperature, as m~ch as 2 C on the trunk 
and 4°c at the e;x:tremities. To minimize variability due to diurnal 
changes in skin temperature, an attempt was made to run the S's two 
' ,.... 
daily trials at the same times each ~ay and to maintain a schedule of 
trials on consecutive days. Some variability was involved in the 
scheduled experimental trials due to work schedules, rest days, Bick 
days, etc. In no instance, howeve:r 1 was t:tiere an interval of more than 
three days between trials. 
At the 'Qegirming of eae4 trial, the TFM wc;i.s set at "0" and the 
met@:r reading was recorded. The meter needle wia.s Pecentered at "0" and 
the meter reading recorded whenGiver the needle det'leyted 25 gradations 
to the ri~ht or left. Meter rea~ings were also re©orded at the begin-
ning of the taped instructions, at the end of t~e taped instructions, 
and at the end of the 90 second trial, for each trial. Meter readings 
were then cori:verted to Fahrenheit temperature valtJ,es, 
Each§ served as her own oontriol, with temperature change over the 
course of the training trials be:i:ng evaluated by subtracting her aver-
age temperature for the three baseline trials from her average tempera .... 
tl.lre for the last three train~ng tr:i.ali:; (trials ;i.8-20). 
Since a measure of left forefinger tempera~~ure increase at the 
end of the 20 training trials Wp.s o:f major interest in the present 
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stu.d,y, fo\l.r indexes were considered of il'llll&~. ".l'.'h6~ ''Start o:t Jn .... 
stl"Uotions'' depel1j.dent variable is ocm,(13id.erecl. tQ gd,ve a,. measl;'lre of 'l;he 
ex.tent to which the .§ began this e:icpe:d.menta1. pr9cedu;re wi "th the "set" 
to incriecise left :fore:finge:r temperature. Tlle "End of lnst:ru.qtions" 
depende:q.t varia'bl~ is oo;n,sidered to be a measure of the extent to which 
the .§ got the "instructional set" to increase left forefinger tempera-. 
tu.re, anQ. the "End of tb.e 90 Sec on¢!. T?lial" depend.err\; variable is con.,,.. 
~idered to be a mea~ure of increased left fore!~rlg'er temperature in the 
period of time after the "in,structional set.'! The dependent variable 
of prim(:l.ry interest, and con1;1idered to pr~wide the most stable, sens;i.-. 
tive measure of increased left fo:refipger 'temPeratl,l.re is the "Average 
Temperature lno:rease Over the 90 S~con4 Tria;l." (an q.verage of the 15 
val\l.es sampled every six seconds). 
Hypotheses 
Null hypotheses l ... 4 are oonce;rneQ. wit:p. i;r;iit~al dif;ferences in I 
and E §s on the dependent variable measures, lf there is a significant 
difference between I and E ~s in the four depe:q.d~~t variable measures 
for the three baseline trials, it would ~uggest inher~~t differences 
between I and E ~s even bef 9re speqif io tpainine; teo~iqu~s have been 
employed. 
There is no differenoe in left f prefinger tempe~ature between I 
and E §s; (a) where tAe d~pendent va~iabie measure is th~ average of 
the three Fahrenl+eit temperature :rea~i:q.gs at the begi;nnine; of the taped 
instructions for the three basel~ne trials (~othesis o1); (b) where 
the dependent variable measure is the average of the three Fahrenheit 
temperature re~dines at the end of the taped ini;:itructians for the 
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three l;>~seJ,ine t;rials (Hypothesis 92); (Q) w}l~;re l~ dependent variable 
meas~re is the aver~e of t~e three f$~n~it t~fflpt,at~re ~eadings at 
the end o! the 90 !1le9on4 trial. for tb:e th;r1ei:;i baseline trials (Rn>~ 
thesis o3); and (d) whe:re the d,epen!iE:int ve.riab].~ mea.su;re is the aver,.. 
~e for the t~~ee baseline trials of the ave:r~e F~hrenheit temperature 
readings for the 90 second trial, sampled every 6 seconds (Hypothesis 
Null hypothes~s 5 - 8 9oncern the rar+~orrmess of the ~s' assig:nment 
to one of the thr~e training pond,ition~ (c, NF:B, ~), ~t the £s~ as-
signrnent to training condition is indee~ fa~dom, there should not be a 
significant difference in the four depend,e~t va~i~'ble meas~res for the 
'l'h~re is no diffe;r::e.p.ce in left forefi~e:r t~mperature b.et~en C, 
NFB and F.6 Ss: (a) where the dePen~~nt Y~fiable measure is equivalent 
..... 
to that of Hy:pothe$is o1 (Hypothesie o?)* (?)) w~~re t:ne dependent vari-
able measure is eql.,l.ivalent to that of Hypot~eei~ o2 (Hypothesis 06); 
(c) where the depend!imt variabi~ rpe~su:re is equ,;i.yalent to that of Hy .. 
povhesi~ o3 (H;Ypoth~sis o7 )~ a.Ad (d.) where th~ 4ep~n~ent variable mea~ 
sure is equivalent to that of :f!Y~Gthesis o4 (HypQth~'-ie Q8), 
Izypotheses ~ - l2 afe concerned ~ith whethe~ scores on the l~E 
sc~le of the EPl haw p.::re.d.ictive vaJ;u.e f o-J! a .§' e suqoess with the tr1;1in ... 
.. 
I .§s show a i:reater inc;r191;1.se in te111;1,~rature of the ~eft forefinger 
than the E Ss: (lt) wher.e the depen4e:r?-t variable measure is the a~rag. e 
. ,.. 
of the th:r-ee Fa:l'tre:nhei t temperatuI1e :peadi~s fo:i;> trials le..,20, mi;qus 
the ave;r;age of the tb:r~e Fahr.enheit tem~rattire Ilea.dings for the three 
'basdine trials, at the l:)egi!U'l.~?lg Qf the tape.d. instrii...ctions (llJrpothe:;iis 
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9); (b) where the 9,ependent variable measure is t;he aye;rage of the three 
Fahrenheit temperature ;readings for trials 18-1Q, minu~ t}le average of 
the th;ree Fah;rerllleit "fiemperature readings for the th!lee baseline trials, 
at the end of the taped instructions (Hy~othesis 10); (c) where the de-
pendent va~iable measure is the average of the tAree F~renheit tempera~ 
ture reading"' ;fo:r trials 18 ... 20, minus tl'),e average of the three Fahren""' 
heit temper~ture readings for the three baseline trials, at the end of ,., 
the 90 second trial (Hypothesis 11); and (d) where the dependent vari-
able measure is the average of t:tie three valri.es fori 1;riala 18-20, minus 
the average of the values for the t:P,ree baseUne triale, whe;re t.:Q.e 
val11e i~ an average of t:t+e ;F'ah:renhe:i.t t~fM'erature readings for tae 90 
second trial, samp1ed every 6 seconds, 
Hypotheses 13 - ;J..6 are conce;r1ned wit-1' wh,eth~r ~ training is su-
pe;rior to NFB tr~ining, and if both are ~up~rior to C training in pro-
ducing inc:reased left ;forefinger temPElria.ttj.pe~ 
FJ3 traini;pg is more effective than NFD traiµ~ng 1 and both are su-
perior to C "tiraining in producing increa.eed lEf!ft forefinger temperature: 
(a) where the dependent variable measure i~ ~quivalent to that of Hy~ 
pothesis 9 (Hypothesis 13); ('!;>) where the cl.epepc;lent v~~able measure 
is equivalent to that of Hypothesis 10 (H;Ypothesi~ 14); (o) where the 
dependent variable measure is equ;i.va,lent to th~t of Hypothesis 11 
(Hypothesis 15); and, (d) where the dependent varia~le measure is equi-
valent to thq,t of Hypothesis 12 (Hypothesie 16). 
for the q~estionnaire data, it is postulated that if i~herent 
constit~tional and 'l;>ehavioral differenoes exist between I and E scorers, 
significant c;liff erences might be e~peoted in thei~ ~elf ratings of their 
experiential states during the training trials. Li~ewiee, significant 
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differenoe1=1 might be expected in the self ra,.tings of Ss "experiencing" 
-
folJ,.olfs: "Se::rene - Anx:ioµs," "Relaxed .... Teni;ie," "Fing~r Cool - Finger 
Warm," "Concentrated on Instru,ctioni;i ... Mind Wanlie~etl, from I:r1struct.l,Qns," 
"Left Arm Light ..., l,.eft Arm Heavy," "B:reatlli!l&' Regi+lar ,... Breathing Iz-.. 
regular,'' "Forehead Warm - Forehead Cool," and "~lert ... Sleepy. 11 
For ea.oh of the eieht dimensions of the questiol;lpaire, the n~ll 
hypotheees and experimental hypotnes~~ f0r the ~ a,nq ~ scorers, and 
for the FB and NFB groups are stated as follow~; 
H : 
Q 
H : 
a 
Both s~ples are drawn fro~ the same population, 
or populations ~ith tAe sam~ d~st~ibu~ions. 
Both samples are dra~ from different populations. 
were used to test the null hypoth~ses oo~cerni:pg the i~erent differ~ 
enoee between I and E .§s on ~as~line performance and the null hypotheses 
conce:rni~ the randomness of the ~s' assi~!),lllent to t~e training groups 
(c, NFl3, FB). In each 2 x ~ factor~al design~ factor 4 was the l-E 
dimension of the EPI, with two leve:j,s: I (;;sqores in the lower 3o%) 
and E (scores in the upper 30%); a.pd, factor B was the training group 
condition to which the Ss were assigned, with three lewi,si O group, 
..... 
::tf,F:B group, and Fl3 group, 
H arld H were tested iµ one 2 x 3 faotov.}al design; H02 and 
'01 05 
ij06 were teE!ted in one 2 x 3 factorial ~esi~n~ H03 and H07 were tested 
in one 2 x ~ factoI;"ia.l desisn; a~d, H04 anc;i H08 ~ tested in one 
~ x 3 factoI;"ial design. 
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Four 2 ~ 3 fa,ctorial de*9.ign~ (Winer, 1962, Pp. 140 .... 162, 229 .... 247) 
were used to test the null Ii,rpotneses of reeea:rch hypotheees 9 - 12. 
In·, all four 2 x 3 factori~l desig!\~, fa9to;r A wq,s the I"'l'E dimension of 
the EPI, with two levels: X (scofe~ in the lower 30%) and E (sqores 
in the upper 3o%); i;ind, factor B was the trainirl¥ condition employed, 
with. three leve;t.is: c, NFB, aµd FB. F~ctors A and :6 are considered. 
t<;> be fixed fa,r;rto:rs. 
The factorial design was chosen b~cau~e f actQr A was a classif i-
0ation factor and factor B was indep9ndenif trea;tme;ri:t; condi t:Lons, with 
the Ss' assignment to one of the t.h;ree levels of factQr B being ri;indooh 
...... ' 
and because dependent variable meai;;ure~ we;r~ c~~a,~de:red to "Qe on i;in 
interval !=ICale~ 
The null hypotheses of H9 and H1; were tested ~n one 2 x 3 fac-
torial deeign; :tt10 and Hl.4 we::re tei:sted in one I? x 3 :factorial design; 
Hll and H15 were tested in one 2 :x: 3 factorial design; and H'.12 and H16 
were tested in one 2 x 3 factorial desi~n~ 
A sign;i:f'icant F for axzy or all of the e;x:pe:P:i,nw:r:t'.tal hypothes(';s, 
- ' 
H13 , H14 , H15 , and H16 is oons~dered only partial s~pport for the su-
pe:riority of bQth Fl3 and NFB tra~ning over 1;he C con,dition, and for the 
superiority of FB over NFB trai.ni:ng. W~ere t~e F was significant, 
-
planned orthogonal comparison~ (Edw~rds, 1962, Pp. 140~144) were used 
to more compl~tely evaluate experimental hypotheses H13 , a14 , H15 , and 
Hl6~ 
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The Ko;J..l)'logorov..-Smirnov two.,.sampie tel!rt; (Siegel, l 956, Pp. 1).6 .... 127) 
wai;i chosen to test i;ihe null hypotheses for eaoll <:>! 'l;h~ eight ordinal.-
soa1e dimensions of the questionnaire data for th~ I and E groups and 
far the NFB and FB groups. 
CIW'TER :i:II 
Nul.l eypotheses (;a6+, ~02 , H0 y H04 ) conce~n~ i~e;r-ent differ-. 
ences in I and E scorers on the foul;' d,epe:nc;l.ent varciabl.e.·· temperature 
measures for the three baseline trials were teste~ in seParate 2 x 3 
factorial, designs, with ~ chosen at the • 05 leve:J.. 
The test of H01 is summari~ed in T~ble ~. ~~e ~ group and the E 
group did not differ significari.tly in avera,ge temper~ture at the be~ 
ginni:Qg of instructions for the three baseli~e ~ria+s; and the null 
hypothesis (H01 ) is as~umed. 
TABi,E :!: 
ANA1Y$~S OF VARI~CE FOR T~ ~AS~LINE TRIALS 
AVERAGE r.i'EMPERATURE AT ST,AltT OF IN5~RUCTIONS 
Source df 
_.,.. 
~traversion.,.. 
Introversion (A) 1 
Training Group (!3) 2 
AB 2 
Error 30 
F (l., 30 df) = 4·l.7 .05 level 
F (2, 30 if) = 3.32 .05 level 
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MS 
-
28.5113 
23.1207 
35.8194 
19.4489 
F 
..., 
i.466 
1.189 
1.842 
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The test of H02 is sullll?)ari2ied i;n Tia,bl,e II. Tlle l group and the E 
~Foup did not differ signif icant;t.y in ave;r~e temper~ture at the end 
of instructions for the three bas~lin~ trials; and the null hypothesis 
(H92 ) is assumed. 
T~La Il 
A.NALYSlS OF VARIANCE FOR T~ BASEi+NE ~RI~LS 
AVERA.OE 'l'E~TV:aE AT ;END OF INSTRUCTlQNS 
Source df MS ~ ....... 
E:x;traversion-
Introversion (A) 1 ~9-8700 
'rraining Group (B) 2 34.8950 
AB 2 J5.6250 
Errpr 30 2?-4627 
F ( l,, 30 !![) = 4.1,7 ~05 level 
F (2, 30 df) = 3d2 .05 level 
-
F 
1.566 
1.370 
1.407 
The test of H03 ia summarized in Table III. The l group and the 
E group did not d:i,f'f er l!)ignifica:ntly in average tem:P~rature at the end 
of the 90 second trial; and the null PYJ;>othesis (H03 ) is assumed.. 
The test of li04 is summi:i.rized in Ta'ble IV. The I group and the E 
g:roup did not differ significantly in i;he ave:J;'age for the three base ... 
line trials of the average temperC:1.ture between the end of the instruc ..... 
tions anQ. the enQ. of the 90 second trid; and the null hypothesis (H04 ) 
is assumed. 
TABLE .Ill 
ANALYSIS OF VARIA+iGE FO~ TH;REI!l BASELlNE TR+ALS 
AVERAG!; TEMPERATURE AT END OF 90 SECOND TRIALS 
Sou;rce df MS 
~ 
E:x:tr;;verei~n.,.., 
Introve:r1;1;i,on (A) 1 65,3200 
Training Group (B) 2 45.1600 
AB 2 30.7100 
Er:ror 30 2613361 
-,·I·:'': . 
F (], t 30 d,f) :;:; 4,17 .05 l~vel 
F ( 2, 30 df) ;:: 3d2 .05 level. 
TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THREE BASEL.~~ TRIALS 
A\ll!lRA,OE TEMPERATURE :Sm'~ EtJD ey 
INSTRUCTIONS AND 1'f,O OF TR+AL 
(90' S!lOOND PERIOD SAMPLED 
~ 6 SECONDS) 
Source d!' }4$ 
-
~ 
Ext;ravereion ... 
Introversion (A) 1 50.;l.:200 
Tral,.ni:ng Group (B) 2 41.76?0 
AB 2 34.7000 
Error 30 26,3717 
F (l, 30 ~~ = 4.17 .05 level F ( 2, ~o 4t = 3°3:2 ,05 level, 
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F 
-
2.480 
L737 
1.166 
F 
... 
1.901 
1.584 
1.316 
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Support fo:i;i null hypotheses (llcti' HPZ' }le~' a:04 ) suggests there is 
not an inherent difference betwee:p I Md l 1$COiI'ers in the f ou.r tempera-
tu:re in~ices pl;'ior to the twenty t.rainina- tfi'iais. 
Null 17potheses (~05 , H06 , H07 , H08 ) concerni~ tbe random assign-
ment of Ss to the three training groups we:re tested in sepa:rate 2 x 3 
-
factorial Q.eaigns, with~ chosen,. at tho ,05 level. 
The test of H05 is ~ummarized in Table I. The C, NFB, and FB 
groups did not significantly differ ;in aver~e temperature at the be-
ginp.ing qf instru,ctions for the tbree 'Paseli~ tiriei.+s; and the mill 
hy,pothesis ca 5) is assumed. 
O· 
The test of H06 is s~mmari~ed in ~~ble ~+. The C, NFB, and FB 
groups did not significantly differ in a.ver~e temperature at the end 
of inst;t"\1ictions for the three ba,113e'.l.ine tria:+s; ~d the n;q.H hypothesis 
(H06 ) is assv,med. 
The test of H07 is aummari~ed in ~able lll. Th~ C, NFB, and FB 
groups did not signi;fioant:),.y differ ;i.;n aver~e temperatUi;re at the end 
of the 90 second trial; and the null hypothesis (H07 ) is assumed. 
The teat of H0$ is 151u.mma:rized i:r;i. T~ble IV. The c, ~, and FB 
groups did not significantly differ in the average for the three base-
l:i.ne trials of tl;le average "tiemperc;i.ture 'between the end of the instruc .... 
tions and the end of the trial; ;µ+d the null hypothe$is (a:08 ) is 
assumed. 
Support for null hyp0thef,;'les (H 5, H 6, H 7, H Q) is considered to 0 0 0 Oy .. 
provide ample support that the Sa were randomly assigned to the three 
' .... 
traini~ conciitions (c, NF'.e, FB), 
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Training Trials '.Hypot~eses 
Null hypotheses (H -1 U , H , Hn ) for research hypotheses 09 010 011 ~12 . . 
H9, H10, H11 , and ~12 on the four depe~dent variable temperature mea-
su~es for the average of the last three tra.ini~ t~ials (trials 18-20) 
minus the aver~e of the three base~ine trials, were te&ted in separate 
2 :x; 3 factorial designs, with.:::;: chosen at the .05 level. 
The test of H is summari?!ed in Table V. The l group and the E 
. . 09 
g:roup did noi; differ significantly in the ave;r~e temperature f'()t' t!'ials 
18-20 minus the averFlge temperat~re for t~e three baseline trials at 
the start of instJ;'Uctio:tls; and the null hypothee:i.s (ll0 ) is assumed. 
'. 9 
T413!i:$ V 
ANALYSIS Of VARlAJ:fC~ FOR ST~~ OF ~NS~RUOTIO~S 
AVER4GE TE~TUa;E roa ~R~ALS 18~20 MINUS 
Source 
Jb.,trave:rsion 
I Int:roversion (A) 
T;rainin&" ~echnique 
AB 
Error 
F (1, 30 df) = 
F ( 2, 30 ~) = 
A VERACQ!; ~MPEAA'+1URE ;FOR 'l'HlU!lE 
BASELINE TR:UL~ 
df MS 
....... 
l 58.905 
(B) 2 1.089 
2 28.750 
30 18,903 
4.17 .05 level 
3.32 .05 level 
F 
.., 
3.12 
<.1 
1.52 
'l.1he teet of H is summarized in Table VI. The :r g:r;'oup and the E 
010 
group did not differ significantly in the average ~emperature for 
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trials l,8-20 mil;lus the average temp~:ra.tuJ;'e fo;r ~}l.e three "baseline 
trials at tile e11d of inetruqtions; a.n.Q. the :riµ,n ~9tbesis (H010 ) is 
· aissumed. 
Source 
Extri;i.vezieion.;.. 
T~LE VI 
AN,ALYSIS OF V4.RIANCE FOR ~D O~ INST~UCTIONS 
AV!llUOE ~MP.EaATURE li'OR TRI.At,.$ l~.,,,20 MINUS 
AVERAGE TEMPER,A.'l1~ FOR TllREE 
BASEL+"NE TRJ:ALS 
df MS 
~ ~
Introversion (A) 1 44.097 
Training Technique (B) 2 67.8~8 
F 
2.38 
3.67* 
AB 2 17.2~0 <i 
Error 30 18.494 
F (1, 30 !if) = 4.17 .05 level 
F (2 30 d1) = 3-32 ,05 le ye],, 
. ' 
""""" 
The test of H is summarized in T~ble VII. ~he I group and the 011 
E group did not differ significantly in the average temperature for 
trials 18.-20 mi11us the av~;rage temperat~re for the ~hree baseline 
trials at the end of the 90 second trial; and the null hypothesis 
(H ) is assumed. 011 
The test of H is summarized in Table VIII. The I group and the 012 
E group did not differ significantly in the average temperature between 
the end of the inerl;ructione qnd the end of the 90 second trial for 
trials 18~20 minus the baseline trials; and the null hypothesis (H012) 
is assumed. 
Source 
TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR END OF 90 SECOND TRIALS 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR TRIALS 18-20 MINUS 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THREE 
BASELINE TRIALS 
df MS 
Extra version-
Introversion (A) 1 44.556 
Training Technique (B) 2 73.515 
AB 
Error 
F (1, 
F (2, 
Source 
2 17 .110 
30 20.352 
30 df) = 4.17 .05 level 
30 df) = 3.32 .05 level 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
BEI'WEEN END OF INSTRUCTIONS AND END OF 
TRIAL (90 SECOND PERIOD SAMPLED EVERY 
6 SECONDS) AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR 
TRIALS 18-20 MINUS AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE FOR THREE 
BASELINE TRIALS 
df MS 
Extra version-. 
Introversion (A) 1 37.291 
Training Technique (B) 2 68.553 
AB 2 18.306 
Error 30 19.272 
F (1, 30 df) = 4.17 .05 level 
F ( 2, 30 df) = 3-32 .05 level 
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F 
2.19 
3.61* 
c(l 
F 
1.93 
3.56* 
<l 
The hypothesis that I scorers are ~uperior tq E scorers in ability 
to increase left forefinger tempera tu.re with th~ tri:i.tnJng techniques em ..... 
;Ployed (C, NFB, FB) is not supported. A peru~,;a.l of Taole IX shows that 
the obtained means for the I a:qd E group~ on the four dependent variable 
measures are not in the predicted direct~on. On each dependent vari-
able measures, with high variaQility for the E Ss than for the I Ss • 
.,,. -
TABLE lX 
I AND E GROUP MEANS .AND ~TAN'.DARD D~VIATIO~~ 
FOR EA.CH DEPENDENT VA~IAI}LE 'J.'EMPEAATURi 
MEASURE (AVERAGE FOR TRIALS 18-20 
MINUS AVERAGE FOR BASEL!~ 
TRIALS) 
ME.IW STANDARD DEVIATION 
:+lEPl!:NDENI' VARIABi.E I E I E 
Start of Instructions .890 • 778 4.023 6.201 
End of Instructions l.537 ~· 749 3. 774 5,103 
End of 90 Sec. Trial J,. 772 3.997 3.758 6,652 
Average Over 90 Sec. Trial 1.806 3.841 3.678 5,314 
Figu;res l ~ 4 give a. ,raphic presentation of the temperature change 
for E and I §s on the four, Jependent variable measure:;>. As illustrated 
in Figure l, E ss showed thtighest temperature increase, while I §s 
showed the greatest decrease on the "Start of Instruct;1.ons'' variable. 
Th~ ra:nge of temperature cha e scores for E §s was from ....,5,40 to 8.33 
°F and for I §s was from -8.17 to 5.97 °F. Eleven E §P demonstrated a 
temperature increase and seven a decrease. Seven I §s showed a 
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temperature inorease, one no change and ten a dec:rease. 
As illustrated in Figi,ire 2~ E ~s showed the highest temperature 
increase, while E Ss and an I S showed the g~eate~t temperature de-
- ... 
crease on the "End of Instructio~a'' var:i.able, The ra~Eil of temperature 
0 
change scores for E ~s was from T4•77 to 12.85 F ~d for I §s was from 
-3.85 to 9.83 °F. Thirteen E ~s shqwed a temperature increase and five 
a decrease. Ni;ne I §s demonstva.ted a temperf,3,in~re increase and nine a 
decrease. 
As illustrated in F;i,gure 3, an E S ehowed the highest temperature 
l"" ' 
increa1;3e and,. E §s showed the greatest temperatu:re decrease on the "End 
of 90 Second TriaJ, 11 va:rial:;>].e. 'fhe rewge o:f tempe:rature change scores 
for E Ss was from ~4.62 to 14.92 °F and for I Ss was from -3.22 to 9.88 
- - ' 
°F. fourteen E ~s demonstrated a temper~tur~ i~~ea~e ii!lld four a de-
crease. Nine I §s ~hawed a temperat~r~ ~nQrea.~e, one no change and 
eight a decrease. 
As shown in Figu.re 41 an E § showed the h~ghest temperature in~ 
crease and E Ss showed the greatest tempe:ratu,re dec:rease on the "Aver-
.... 
age Over the 90 Second Trial" variable. The r~e of temperature 
0 
change for E §s was from -4.60 to 13.72 F a~d for I ~s was from -2.95 
to 9.65 °F~ Thtrteen E §s demonstrated a ~em~efature increase and 
five a decrease. Ten I §e showed a temperature increase, and eight a 
(1.ecrease. 
Null hypotheses (H , H , H , H 6,) for research hypotheses 013 014 015 01 ' ' . 
H13, tt14 , H15 , and H16 on the four dependent variable temperature me~-
sures for the average of the last three training trials (trials 18-ZO) 
minu~ the average of the three baseline trials, were tested in separate 
2 x 3 factorial designs, with ~chosen at the .05 level. 
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Figu.rf l~· F!i!-hrenheit Temperature Chang!;l for Start of 
1 Inatru9tion~ for I and E Subjects 
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Figµre 2. Fahrenheit Teroperat\l.re Change for End of 
lnstl'u.ctton@ for I and ~ Subjects 
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Figure 3: Fahrenheit Temperature Change for End of 90 
Second Triai for I and E Subjects 
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Figure 4. Fahrenll.ei t 'l~~mp~rature Change for Average Over 
the 90 S~cond Trial for I and E S·Li.pjects 
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The test of H013 is summarize~ ;i.n 'l.1able v. · 'l,1he C, NF.B, and th~ 
;FB grQups did not differ signi!~oantly in the avera&e temperature for 
' ' 1 I 
t~ials 18-20 min~s the aver8'8'e temperature for tne three baseline 
trials at the beginning of instructions; and tbe nu+l hypothesis (H013 ) 
is ::re~ected. 
The test of H014 is summarized in Ta'QJ,.e Vl. 'l.1be C, NFB, and the 
FB groups differed significantly in the average temperature for trials 
lB-20 minus the averaBe temperature for the three baseline trials at 
the end of instructions; and the null lcy"pothesis (H014 ) is rej~cted. 
The test of H015 is summa.ri~e~ in Table Vtl· ~here was a eignifi-
oa.n,t difference in the average temperature for trial~ 18-20 minus the 
aver8'8'e tempe::rature for the three baseline trials, at the end of the 
90 eeoond triQ.l,. The null h;ypothesi~ (H ) is rejected. 
. o;i5 
The test of H016 is sumrna.r~zed in Table VIII. There was a si~­
nific!IL1lt difference i~ the avere.ge of ~he ave~~e temperat~re between 
the end of the instructions and t~~ end of t~e ~a ~econ~ t~ial for 
trials 18-20 mi~µe the b~seline trials~ and t~e n~~l lcy"pothesis (U016 ) 
is rejected. 
The research hypothesis t:Q.a.t FB t~~ining is superior to NFl3 tra~n­
ing anQ. that both FB and }ij'B tra~ning~- are superior to C training for a 
person +earning how to increase left forefinger temperature is par-
tially supported by signifioant F ratios (ot. :;:: .05) on three of the 
four dependent variable measures. ~he noneignifica.nt F ratio !or the 
start of instructions variable was in the predicted direction. 
A perusµal of Table X shows that the obtained means for the FB 
group were higher on ~l dependent variable measures than for the NFl3 
and C groups and that on all. but the start of instructions variable, 
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the NFB means were higher than the C means. The st~dard deviations 
for the four depe~dent v~ria~les su~ge~t fairly wide in~ividual vari-
~~ility ~nd consistently higher variability for FB §s than for NFB §s 
ap.d consistently higher variability for NFB £s than for C Ss. 
'_fABLE X 
C, NFB, AND FE GROUP ME.ANS AND STA!fl>ARD 
Dli!Vl.ATIONS FOR EACH DEPENDEWI' VARI-
ABLE T:EMPERA'l'URE MEASURE (AVERAGE 
Of TRIALS 18-20 MINUS AVERAGE 
FOR BASELINE TRIALS) 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 
DEPENDEtfl1 VARIABLE c NFB FB c NFB FB 
St<,irt of 
Instructions .171 ... 2.470 l.243 2,998 4.538 5.010 
End of 
Instruotions .641 2.016 5. 273 2.654 4.304 5.217 
Enfi of 90 Seo, 
Trial .424 2.856 5.~74 2-397 4.349 6. 797 
Average Over 90 
Sec. Trial .57~ 2.564 5.332 2.465 4.611 5.5551 
,igu.res 5 - 8 give a graphiq Presentation of the temperature 
change for C, NFB and FB §s on the four dependent variable measures. 
As illustrated in Figure 5, FB Ss and a NFB S showed the h~ghest tern-,.. . -
perature increase, while a NFB and a FB § showed the greatest tempera-
ture tj.ecrease on the "Start of Instructions" variable. The range of 
0 tempe;re).ture ch,ange scores for C Ss was from -5.40 to 5.97 :F, for ID'B 
- . 
0 0 §s was from -7,26 to 7.32 F and for FB §s was from -8.17 to 8.33 F. 
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Five C §s showed a temperature increase, o~e no change and six a de-
crease. Six ;NFB ~s demonstrated a ~emperature increase and six a de-
crease. Seven FB ~s showed a temperatµre increase and five a decrease. 
As illustrated in Figure 6, FB ~s showed the highest temperature 
increase, while a C, a NFB and a FB § showed the greatest temperature 
decrease on the ''End of Instructions" variable. The range of tempera-
ture change scores for C §s was from -4·77 to 5.19 °F, for NFB Ss from 
~4.39 to 9.40 °F and for FB §s from -3.85 to 12.85 °F. Seven C §s de-
monstrated a tem~erature increase and five a decrease. Five NFB §s 
showed a temperature increase and seven a decrease. Ten FB Ss showed 
a temperature increase and two a decr~ase. 
As illustrated in Fi~re 7, AFB§ s4owed the highest temperature 
increase Q.nd a C, a NFB and a I<'J3 § the greatest tem:perature decrease 
on the "End of 90 Second Trial" variable. The range of temperature 
change scores for C §s was from -4.60 to 4.52 °F, for NFB §s was from 
-4.62 to 9.75 0 0 F and for FB §s was from -),22 to 14.92 ~. Six C Ss 
.,_ 
demonstrated a temperature increase, one no change and five a decrease. 
Eight NFB §s showed a temperature increase and four a decrease. Nine 
FB §s showed a temperature increase and three a decrease. 
As illustrated in Figure 8, a FB §..showed the highest temperature 
increase and a C and a NFB S the ~reatest tem~erature decrease on the 
"Average Over the 90 Second Trial" variabJ,.e. The range of temperature 
change scores for C §s was from ~4.62 ~o 4.94 °F, for NFB §s was from 
-4·35 to 9,73 °F and for FB ~B was from -2.95 to 13.72 °F. Six C Ss 
' .... 
demonstrated a temperature increase and six a decrease. Eight NFB §s 
showed a temperature increase and four a decrease. Nine FB §s showed 
a temperature increase and three a decrease. 
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Figure 5, Fahrenheit Temperature Change for Beginning of 
Instructions !for c, NFB and FB S'Q.bjects 
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Figure 6. Fahrenheit Temper~ture Change for End of Instruc-
tions for c, NFB and FB Subjects 
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Figure 7. Fahrenheit Temperature Change for End of 90 
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Figure 8. Fahrenheit Temperature Change for Average Over 
the 90 Second Trial for C, NPB and FB 
Subjects 
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Since experimental hypotheses H14 , H15, and ~16 were supported by 
significant £: tests, orthogonal com:pa.risons we:i;-e made, with .l2S'o chosen 
at the .05 level (Tab),e XI). The nuJl hypoth~ses and. respeotive e:x:-
perimental hypotheses are; 
Hoa= t (~l3-~) = le 
Ha: t (~B+~) >Xe 
- -
Hob: XiwB :;: ~B 
- -~: ~<..~B 
The null hypotheses were assumed in all but one of the orthogonal 
comparisons. H was rejected and H accept~d for temperature change 
oa a 
at the end of the 90 second trial. This one significant 1 test lends 
some support, though not strong support, for NFB and FB training to 
result in a .§'s ability to increase left forefinger temperature, when 
comp&red to the C condition. However, FB training was not signifi-
cantly different than NFB training in a S's aQility to increase left 
.,.., 
forefinger temperature. 
Self-Report lzy"potheses 
For the questionnaire data, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests were 
rµn between those .§s who were I scorers (12 .§s) and those who were E 
scorers (12 .§s), in the FB and N;FB groups (Appe~dix O, Table XIII)~ 
In the stated hypotheses, "sample" refers to a cumulative fre-
quency distribution, based on the frequency with which the .§s rated at 
each point on the five-point scale for trials 18-20~ S . (x) is the 
Ill. 
cumulative frequency value. For the K-S tests, "N" is the number of 
observations for each group, not the number of .§s per group. A value 
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of 12 .. ~ (numerator of the largest difference between the cumulative 
frequency distributions) is required for significance at the .05 level. 
In all but one test for the l an~ E sporers, the H0 was ~ssumed. For 
the test on the dimensiO!l. "LE.l!t Al;'m Light"\"' I,ieft Arm Heavy," ~ .. 13, 
ani H0 was reJected and Ha·acoepteq. Th~ samples for I and E were 
drawn from populations which wouid vary in central location, and would 
vary i~ dispersion. Both I and E .§s moet :f'req;u.ently ~~ted "Left Arm 
Heavy," I scorers at point "4" and E ~o:re:rs at point "5·" 
In all of the K~s tests comparing the FB and NFB groups (Appendix 
H, ~able XIV), Kn values werel..12, a~d H0 was assume~. 
DEPENDENT 
TA:eLE XI 
P1,ANNED ORTHOGONAL COMP.A.RISO,$ FOR C, NFB, 
GROUP MEANS FOR ~ VARIABJ,.E J.1EA,... 
SURES FOR AVERAGE TEM;PERATURE FOR 
TRIALS l,8-,o MINUS AVERAGE· 
TEMPERATURE FOR ':\'HREE 
BASELINE TRIALS 
ORTHOGONAL Ol?,THOGONAL 
COMPARISON 
a- t QOMPAR.!.SON VARlAl3LE t<~+~) ... x0 d Xrt•B ... lw1L 
End of 
In~truotions 3.003 1.963 )..529 .969 
~d of 90 Seo. 
Trial 3.691 2.059 J,..792* 1.025 
Average Over 
90 Seo. 
Trial. ,3.375 2.004 1.684 2.768 
.! (,30 Q.f) = 1.697 .05 level ( o~e-.tailed) 
s-d t 
1. 755 .552 
1.842 (1 
1.793 1.543 
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The Neuroticism.-Stal,>i~;i..ty Dimension and A Re-
examination of the Training Trial~ Data 
Since the I-E Soale of the EWI did not prove to be a successful 
index for predicting a person's ability to learn to increase left fore-
fi~er temperature l,>y the three training techniques employed in this 
study, on an a posteriori basis, data for the four dependent variab1e 
measures was arrayed according to the s~N scores on the EPI. The S £s 
were defined as those whose scores on the S-N dimension were below the 
median score 1 an,d. the N £s as th9se whose scores on the S..-N dimension 
were above the median. Null hypoiheses a,nd e~perimental hypotheses 
were as follows: 
XS 
..... 
H o; = ~ 
H . XS ~~ . 
The two-tailed .! test for unpaired observations (Steel & Torrie, 1960, 
Pp. 67-78) was used, with <:::>C- chosen at the .05 level (Appendix I, Table 
XV). In no instance was t~€ t test significant and H0 was assumed. 
The Extraversion-Introversion and Neuroticism-
Stability Dimensions and a Re~exa.mination 
of the Training Trials Data 
Since the experimental hypothesis that I scorers are superior to 
E scorers in ability to increase left foref~nger temperature with the 
training techniques emp1oyed (c, NFB, FB) was not supported, and since 
an a posteriori evaluation of the dependent variable temperature mea-
surers for the N-S Scale scores indicated a lack of relationship to 
ability to increase left forefinger temperature, and because of the 
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exploratory nature of this study, it seemed it wauld be of value for 
future research to ascertain if there was an interaqtive effect between 
the Extraversion~!ntroversion and Neuroticism-.Stability dimensions for 
the four dependent variable temperature measures. Data for the four 
de:pendent variable measures was ar:r~ed fo.;r "zone analysis," as sug'""t 
gested by Furneau:x: (1961) into four quadrants formed by the E-I Scale 
scores and the N-S Scc:tle scores, where the two dimensions intercepted 
at the E-I and N~S means for the sample of §s for this study (Appendix 
J 1 Figure 11). 
It was hypothesized that there would be a difference between §s in 
the four quadrants (N-I, S-I, N-E, S-E) on the four c:lependent variable 
temperature measures. 
Ho: ~ ... r = XS-I = ~ .... E or; XS-E 
Ha: ~-I ~ Xs~I f ~-E ~ XS-E 
Analysis of variance (AOV) tests wer~ employed (Winer, 1962, Pp. 46-62) 
to test the null hypotheses, with$2$ chosen at the .05 level. 
Results of the E tests are summarized in Table ~VI (Appendix K). 
For the "Start of Instructions" and "End of Instructiona" temperature 
dependent variables, H0 was assumed. For the "End of 90 Second Trial" 
and the "Average Over 90 Second Trial" temperature dependent variables, 
H0 was rejected and Ha accepted. 
Scheffe/ multiple comparison tests were calcu.l~ted (Edwards, 1962, 
Pp. 154-156), with comparison13 selected on an GJ. posteriori basis after 
a petusual of the data, for the dependent variaole me~sures which had 
resulted in a significant!· (For the Scheffe/ tests, ! is the sum of 
squ,ares for each comparison, and F' is the tabled E value multiplied by 
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the treatment degrees of freedom.) Ap. ~level of .10 was chosen for 
all cornpar:i..son113, as Sohefte/ teets are conservative rel,ative to Type I 
errors (Winer, 1962, P. 89). 
T~ble XVII (•ppendix L) summarize~ the Scheffel comparisons for 
the ''End of the 90 SecoJ;ld Trial" dependent variable. For seven of the 
ten comparisons, B0 was assumedf For three of the comparisons, H0 was 
rejected in favor Of Ha, i.e.' Xs-E >Xs-I; xs .... E + ~-I ~XS-I; and, 
XS-E + ~-E + ~ ... 1> XS-I• ..§s in the S-1 quadri!µlt showed significantly 
less temperat\lre increase for i;he "End of t:p.e 90 Second Trial" tempera-
ture dependent variable than _2s in the S...E quadrant. .§s in the· S-I 
quadrant showed significantly less temperature increase than the _2s in 
the two quadrants (S-E and N-I); and the S.,.I ~s showed significantly 
less temperature increase than the ~s i~ the three other quadrants 
(S-E, N-E, N .... l). 
Table XVIII (Appendix M) summari~es the Sob~ffel comparisons for 
the "Ave:rage Temperature Over the 90 Second Trial" qependent variable. 
For eight of the ten comparisons, H0 was assumed. For two of the com-
parisons, H0 was rejected in favor of Ha' i.e., XS-E + ~-E~:X8_1 ; and, 
XS..E + XN ..... E + Xs ... 1> XS-I• §s in the S-I quadrant showeO. significantly 
less temperature increase for the "Average Temperature Over the 90 Sec .... 
ond Trial" dependent variabl.e than .§.s in the two quad,rants (S-E and 
N~E); and the S-l Ss showed significantly less temperature increase 
- . . 
than the ,2s in the three other quadrants (S-E, N-E, N-1). 
There appears to be a relationship between EPI scores and abilit,' 
to increase left forefinger temperature with the training techniques 
emplQyed (C, NFB, FB), but not when only E-1 or only N-S scores are 
considered. Rather, these a posteriori findings suggest the importance 
of taking into account a .§'s plaoemen,t in on~ o;f the four quadrants 
N-I, S-I, N-E, S-~)f 
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Means and standard deviations for the four temperature dependent 
vq.rial;>le measures, when .§s were grouped into the four quadrants are 
presented in Table XIX (Append~x N). On all four dependent variable 
measures, the S-E mean temperature increase was hig~er than N-E, which 
was higher than N-I, which was higher than S-I. 
Figures 12 - l5 (Appendixes o, P, Q, R respectively) giw agraphic 
presentation of the temperature change scores for §.s in the N-I, S-I, 
N-E and S-E quadrants for the four dependent variable measures. As 
illustrated in Figure 12 (Appendi~ 0), Ss in the N-E and S-E quadrants 
demonstrated the highest temperat-q.re increas13 while _£s in i;.he S-I quad-
rant showed the greatest decrease on the "Start of Instructions" vari-
~ble. T~e ;range of temperature change scores for N-I .§.~ was from 
-4.26 to 5.97 °F, for S-I .§s was from -8.17 to )~87 °F, for N-E §s was 
0 0 from -5.40 to 8.33 F, and for S-E ~s was from -3.48 to 7.98 F. Four 
N-I Ss demonstrated a temperature increase and five a decrease. Three 
-
S-I §s sho~ed a temperature increase, one no change and five a de-
crease. Five N-E .§s demonstrated a temperature increase and four 
a decrease. Seven S-E §s showed a temperature increase and two a 
decrease. 
As illustrated in Figure 13 (.Appendi;x:. P) 1 §s in the N-E quadrant 
and an S-E § showed the highest temperature increase while an S-I and 
an N-E § showed the greatest temperature decrease, on the "End of 
Instructions" variable. The range of temperature change scores for 
N .... J: §s was from -2. 50 to 9.83 °F, for S-I .§s ·11as from -3.85 to 6. 76 °F, 
0 for N~E §s w~s from ~4·77 to 12.04 F ar,td for S-E Ss was from -1.30 to 
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0 12.85 F. Five N-I §s showed a temperature increase and four a de-
crease. Four S.-I §s showed a temperature i~cvease a~d five a decrease~ 
Seven N-E Ss demonstrated a temperature increase and two a decrease. 
-
Seven S.-E Ss showed a temperatu:re inc;reas~ &nd two a decrease • 
...., 
As illustrated in Figure 14 (Appendi~ Q), an N-E § showed the 
highest tf')mperature increase while an s ... I ej,nd an N-E § showed the 
greatest decrease on the· 11E?i.d. of 90 Second Tria,l" variable. The range 
0 
of temperature change scores for N .... I Ss was from -2,00 to 9.88 F, for ,... 
S.-I §s was from -3.22 to 7.63 °F, for N-E §s was from -4.60 to 14.92 °F 
0 
and for S.-E §s was from -0.55 to 11.93 F. Six N-I §s showed a tem-
perature increase and three a decrease. Three s~r §s showed a tempera .... 
ture increase, one no change and five a decrease. Seven N-E Ss showed 
a temperature increase &nd two a decrease. Eight S-E _§s showed a tem-
perature increase and one a decrease. 
As shown in Figure 15 (Appendix R), an N~E §s demonstrated the 
highest temperature increase and the greatest decrease. The range of 
temperature change scores for N-I Ss was from -2.01 to 9.85 °F, for S-I 
Ss was from -2.95 to 6.91 °F, for N-E §s was from -4.62 to 13.72 °F 
and for S-E §s was from -0.80 to 12.8'7 °F. Six N-I Ss demonstrated a 
.... 
temperature increase and three a decrease. Four S-I Ss demonstrated 
an increase and five a decrease. Seven N-E _§~ showed an increase and 
two a decrease. Seven S-E §s demonstrated an increase and two a 
decrease. 
CHAPrER IV 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The organization of this chaper will deal first with the research 
findings of the present study concerning the prognostic value of the 
EPI E-I scale as an index of whether an individual would be expected 
to profit. from AT and biofeedback procedures, specifically those em-
ployed in this study for skin temperature training. The possible in~ 
teractive effects of the E-I and N-S scales in research studies will 
then be considered. The importance of personality and/or situational 
variables in AT and biofeedbac~ research ~ill then be discussed. The 
effects of the relaxation, AT and biofeedback procedures employed in 
this current study will then be considered, followed by a disc-ussion of 
the common features of these and other techniques. The last topic will 
concern the self ratings of experiential states, as employed in this 
study, and problems presented in the attempted measurement of experi-
ential states. 
The Ex.traversion-Introversion Scale as a 
Prognostic Index for Au~ogenic Train-
ing and Biofeedback Procedures 
The primary research hypothesis of this study that introverts show 
a greater increase in left forefinger temperature than ex.traverts with 
relaxation, AT and biofeedback training, was not supported. In fact, 
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for this particular sample, th~ extraverts' average left forefi!1ger 
'emperature exceeded that of the introverts on the dependent variable 
measure~? but not signifioa~tly so. Extraverts were also more variable 
in their temperature performance. 
More E Ss showed a temperature increase than a decrease on all 
' -
four dependent variable measures (Figures l~ 2, 3, 4), while more I 
.§.s showed a temperature increase than a decrease on the "End of 90 
Secop.d Trial" variable (Figure 3) ~d the "Average Over the 90 Second 
Trial" variable (Figure 4). The hi~hest temperature increase was 
demonstrated by E §s on all four dependent variables. 
While it appears from the research findings that the E-I scale 
has limited predictive value for whether a person will benefit from the 
AT and biofeedback procedures employ~d in this study, a question which 
arises is whether there were any peculiar characteristics of the sample 
of .§.s which biased the research fi~dings, E and l scorers showed neg~ 
ligible differences in L scoree (mean = 3~11, SD ~ 1.52 for I scorers; 
and mean = 2.83, SD = i.42 for E scorers). The E and I scorers also 
~howed little variability in age (mean= 40~06 yr., SD= 10.30 for I 
scorers; and mean= 36.28 yr., SD= 10,52 for E scorers). Also an 
£ = -~02$ between the E-I and N-S scores in~icated independence for 
this particular sample. rhe potential ~ pool consisted of returned 
EPI protocals within the upper and lower 3CJ%. When compared with 
Percentile Norms for American College Students, for Forms A and B 
Combined of the EPI (H. J~ Eysenck & S.B.G. Eysenck, 1968), the highest 
I .§. in the sample had a score of 21 (19th percentile), while the lowest 
E S in the sample had a score of 28 (50th percentile). The lowest I 
scorer was at the 1st percentile, while the highest E scorer was only 
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at the 84th percentile. While no solid aonclusions can be made from a 
comparieon with this normative sample, the possibility of some bias in 
the sample might be entertained. The sample did not contain any e~­
peptionally high E scorers, in comparison to exceptionally low l 
scovers, 
The EPI test authors (H. J. Eysenck & s.B~G, Eysenck, 1968) have 
stressed the importance of selecting only very high E scorers and very 
low I scorers for research purposes, although they are not expUcit. 
However, if a procedural difference had been followed in this study, 
eg., only the upper and lower 10% of returned EPI protocals had been 
included in the potential~ pool, and significant results had been ob-
tained, on a pragmatic basis, the :g.,.r scale would seem to be of limited 
predictive value. If a testing instrument has predictive value for 
only extreme cases, it would only serve as a g:rQss screening device. 
To be of value, the E-I scale would have to have predictive value for 
the individual case. Stephenson (1965) 1 in a oritiqu.e of the MPI, has 
offered the criticism that a scale based on R-methodology can not indi-
cate the dynamic conditions which are professed bY H. J. Eysenok, but 
is actually a measure of behavior "in the general conte~t. 11 If the EPI 
lacks predictive value for the individual case in the clinical setting, 
it might not prove useful for the purpose intended in this study, i.e., 
predicting success in AT and biofeedback training. 
Another facet to be consideted is the parameters involved in "con-
di tionabili ty." While H. J. Eysenck (1967) cites numerous research 
findings in support of the greater 11 conditionability" of Is over Es, 
H. J. Eysenck (1966) himself has indicated that it is meaningless to 
compare groups of individuals on a test of conditioning unless 
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parameters are precisely specified~ He has demonstrated that :parame-
ters can be selected in which Es con~ition better than Is, eg., in 
eyeblink conditioning, a short CS-UCS interval, a strong UCS and 100'% 
reinforcement favor ''condi tionabili ty" of Es~ Levey ( 1967) also varied 
the parameters of partial versus continuous reinforcement, weak versus 
strong UCS, and short versus lo~ CS-UCS interval in an eyeblink con-
ditioning experiment. With a sample of 144 males, when results were 
averaged over all three parameters, Es were found to condition better 
with continuous reinforc€)ment, a strong UCS and a long CS-UCS interval. 
Hence, J!\ysenck (l966) suggests that if individual differences are the 
subject matter of an experiment, the parameters must be chosen in 
accordance with a specific theory. 
Rather than discard the usefµlness of the EPI for AT and biofeed-
back, however, it was decided to explore the data further strictly 
on a post hoc basis, with future research in mind~ While it was not 
hypothesized whether N scorers or S scorers would Perform better on 
the four dependent variable temperature measures, since the E-I scale 
had proved to have no predictive value, it seemed Poes;i.ble there might 
be a significant difference in N and S §s. Since no significant dif-
ference was indicated between N and S §s, it might be surmised that 
neither the E-I or N-S scale would have any predictive value for suc-
cess in AT or biofeedback training. 
The Interactive Effects of Extraversion-
Introversion and Neuroticism-Stability 
It occurred that one further post hoc investigation of the train-
ing trials data might prove fruitful for future research hypotheses. 
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While extraversion-introversion and neuroticism-stability are concept-
ually and empirically independent dimensions, an individual's E-I and 
N-S test scores place him in a position in a test space as marked off 
by Cartesian coordinates (Appendix J, Figure 11). In experimental de-
sign, then, it might be of importance to consider the person's position 
in the test space, i.e., which of the four quadrants (N-I, S-I, N-E, 
S-E) he occupies~ While there is a wealth of research in the litera-
ture testing hypotheses involving only the extraversion-introversion 
dimension or the neuroticism-stability dimension, as measured by the 
MPI or EPI, for some research purposes the possibility of an inter-
active effect between E-I and N-S could prove to be crucial. Only a 
limited number of studies involving hypnotic induction and/or relaxa-
tion training have involved H. J. Eysenck's four-fold classification 
(Furneaux & Gibson, 1961, Hilgard & Bentler, 1963, Paul, 1969a). 
In the current study, with the data of the four dependent variable 
measures regrouped into the four quadrants, the hypothesis was not 
tested as to which quadrant would have §s showing the greatest tem-
perature increase, but on a post hoc basis, the data was reanalyzed for 
hypotheses-seeking purposes. The nonsignificant £: test for the "Start 
of Instructions" dependent variable is interpreted to mean that there 
was not a difference between §s in the four quadrants in the "set" 
with which they began the training sessions. The nonsignificant £: test 
for the "End of Instructions" dependent variable seems to indicate that 
the Ss within the four quadrants recieved the instruction "set" com-
parably. The two significant £: tests for the "End of the 90 Second 
Trial" and "Average Over the 90 Second Trial" dependent variable mea-
sures are an interesting finding. Evidently there is a difference in 
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how the § performs (increases finger temperature) depending on which 
quadrant she occupies. On all four d~pendent variable measures, more 
S-I §s demonstrated a temperature decrease than an increase (Figures 
12, 13 1 14, 15, Appendixes 0 1 P, Q, R respectively), suggesting some 
individual characteristic(s) of the S.-I §s 1 which makes them less re-
ceptive to the training techniques employed in this study for produc-
ing increased left forefinger temperature, as more N-I, N-E and S-E 
Ss demonstrated a temperature increase than a decrease (Figures 12, 13, 
14, 15 1 Appendixes 0 1 P, Q, R respectively). One exception was that 
more N-I §s showed temperature increase than decrease on the "Start of 
Instructions" variable (Figure 12, Appendix o). While generalizations 
are not made beyond this immediate sample because of the post hoc na-
ture of this data analysis, the findings with the Scheffe/ multiple 
comparisons test might suggest the following hypothesis for future 
test. Es will increase left forefinger temperature better than Is with 
AT and biofeedback procedures, with S-Es expected to do better than 
N-Es; however, for Is, N-Is are expected to do better than S-Is. If 
the above hypothesis was not supported, the Scheffe/ tests of this 
current study might be interpreted to just reflect some peculiarity of 
this particular sample. Evans (1963) has stressed the merit of deter-
mining various interactions between relevant variables on the repre-
sentative sample before studying samples selected on one or both of 
the MPI dimensions, a point to be kept in mind for future research. 
Predicting from a Hullian type of model, Furneaux (1961) reana-
lyzed data from a study by Furneaux and Gibson (1961), involving body 
sway as an index of hypnotic induction. While the experimental find-
ings themselves are not directly relevant to the present study, his use 
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of the Yerkes-Dodson Law (Broadhurst, 1959) suggests possibilities of 
hypotheses which could be explored relative to AT and biofeedback. 
Furneaux (1961) reasoned that the extravert has a strong and continu-
ing set to attend to stimuli associated with the activities of other 
people, and, hence, interpersonal situations lead him to enter states 
of high drive. A combination of high N and strong drive production in 
the E through interpersonal relations with the ~ in the suggestibility 
tests put N-E beyond the optimum drive level, and thus make him little 
suggestible. S-I, being low in drive and not motivated highly by in-
terpersonal stimuli, would be below the optimal drive level. S-Es and 
N-Is would be expected to be intermediate relative to drive and conse-
quently on body sway. 
If an hypothesis was made in line with Furneaux's (1961) reasoning, 
with the task being left forefinger temperature rather than body sway, 
predictions would be as illustrated in Figure 9. 
If the experimental si tuatit>n was an impersc;mal one, it might be 
reasoned that the ig;trovert has a Btt'ong and continuing set to attend 
to stimuli~ associated with other people, and that impersonal situa-
tions would lead him to enter states of high drive. A combination of 
high N and strong drive produced in the I in an impersonal situation, 
puts N-I beyond the optimal drive level, and leads to little left 
forefinger temperature increase. S-E being low in drive and not mo-
tivated by the impersonal stimuli, would be below the optimal drive 
level. S-Is and N-Es would be expected to be intermediate relative to 
drive and relative to left forefinger temperature increase, as ill~­
strated in Figure 10. 
While it could be argued that the experimental situation in the 
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current investigation is "impersonal" in that instructions were tape-
recorded, the. possibility of some confounding effect might be con-
sidered, i.e., I §s might have a different motivational "set" than E 
Se provided by the relationship of the S to the E throughout the course 
~ ' - -
of the training trials. An important experiment would be one in which 
the ! influence in AT and biofeedback training could be assessed. 
While research hypotheses seem fruitful with H. J. Eysenck's four-
fold classification, one study by Paul (1969a) did not result in sig-
nificant differences in cognitive and physiological responsiveness to 
relaxation training, hypnotically-induced relaxation, or a self-control 
~rocedure in N-E, N-I, S-E, or S-I §s. In this study, 60 §s covering 
the range of scores on the E-I and N-S scales of the EPI were the 
sample. 
After motivational instructions, the §s sat quietly with their 
eyes open for a 10 minute silent adaptation period (last minute for 
basal physiological measures of heart rate, respiratiory rate, forearm 
muscle tension and skin conductance). The 20 §s assigned to the re-
laxation g~oup received abbreviated progressive relaxation.training; 
20 Ss received hypnotic induction emphasizing suggestions of heaviness, 
-
drowsiness, relaxation and sleep, and 20 §s in the control group were · 
instructed to close their eyes and relax. The second session was the 
same, with stressful imagery. Neither the four~fold classification or 
the E-I and N-S scales, independently, had a significant relationship 
to cognitive and physiological responsiveness. 
The Importance of Personality and/or Sit~a­
tional Variables in Autogenic Training 
and Biofeedback Research 
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Barber (1964) has discussed the inconclusive, and often contradic-
tory, results of studies relating personality variables, eg., extra-
version-introversion as measured by the MPI or EPI, to relaxation 
training, hypnotic induction, etc. He contends that individual dif-
ferences in response to suggestions (in hypnotic induction) are more 
often largely a function of situational variables than enduring per-
sonality characteristics. 
W~ile Barber (1964) is interested specifically in hypnosis, his 
criticisms related to experimental findings with hypnosis seem to have 
applicability to AT and biofeedback training. He reports that various 
studies have shown that "suggestibility" varies with the.§-~ relation-
ship, and that a.§ who is suggestible with one! sometimes proves to 
be unsuggestible with another!• In the current study it is hard to 
assess the ! effect. While instructions were tape-recorded, and hence 
the experimental situation could be described as an impersonal one, 
there was still some one-to-one interaction between the .§s and the E. 
A study could be designed to assess the ~ effect with AT and biofeed-
back procedures, where the E was not present in the experimental room 
for one group but present for another group. 
Another important situational variable in hypnotic induction, with 
applicability to AT and biofeedback is the instructional "set" given 
to an.§ (Barber, 1964). It has been demonstrated that if a S is told 
certain physiological changes will occur, eg., heart acceleration, 
salivary secretion rate, these functions can be influenced directly or 
indirectly for Ss under hypnotic induction or in an awake state (Bar-
ber, 1965). In the current study, the instructional "set" for all §s 
was that they could "become much more relaxed," with the additional 
instructional "set" that "it is possible to make that finger (left 
forefinger) become pleasantly warmer by the same way that you relax," 
for NFB and FB §s. To illustrate subtle differences in instructional 
''set," very different results might have been obtained if the Ss were 
told "you will become more relaxed'' or "your finger will become 
- -
warmer." In the present experiment, the instructions left the "con-
trol" with the §· 
Another situational factor, not necessarily independent of the E 
variable is relevant to extrinsic versus intrinsic reward, eg., ap-
proval from the E based on voice tone and inflection (Barber, 1965). 
There might also be an interactive effect between personality variables 
and extrinsic and intrinsic rewards. For example, the extravert might 
be expected to be more receptive to extrinsic reward, while the intro-
vert might be more receptive to intrinsic reward. 
Effects of Relaxation, Autogenic Training 
and Biofeedback Training on Left 
Forefinger Temperature 
The §s in the C, NFB and FB groups evidently did not enter the 
training sessions with different "sets" relative to temperature in-
crease, as evidenced by the nonsignificant .E test for the "Start of 
Instructions" dependent variable. There appears to be partial support 
for the research hypothesis, to the extent that the three conditions, 
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C, NFB and FB produced different effects in temperature increase; how-
ever, the differential effects were not very large in magnitude. The 
unsupported part of the research hypothesis was that FB was not found 
to be superior to NFB in developing left forefinger temperature in-
crease. The inference to be drawn from these findings is that AT and 
biofeedback procedures may prove to be comparable in their ability to 
bring about changes in physiological processes considered to be under 
control of the autonomic nervous system, eg., skin temperature, heart 
rate, etc. 
The highest temperature increase was demonstrated by FB §s on all 
four of the dependent variable measures (Figures 51 6, 7, 8) with more 
FB §s showing temperature increase than a decrease. The C Ss showed 
more temperature decrease than increase on the "Start of Instructions" 
variable (Figure 5) while the NFB §s showed more temperature decrease 
than increase on the "End of Instructions" variable (Figure 6). 
One point worthy of note is a statement from Green, et al. (1967): 
11 It should be noted that a subject who exhibits no temperature change 
during an attempted manipulation of temperature is actually achieving 
a measure of success because the usual response to volition is a decre-
ment." Such a.§. is considered to be "demonstrating a balance between 
active and passive processes." If this is the case, all of the tech-
niques employed in the present study would be judged to be effective, 
in that c, NFB and FB .§.s all showed temperature increase. 
One question which warrants experimental investigation, based on 
the Reid and Curtsinger (1968) finding that oral temperature, as well 
as forehead, hand, and chest temperature increased under neutral hyp-
nosis, is whether left forefinger temperature increases as an individual 
relaxes, even when the AT and biofeedback training focuses on bodily 
functions other than temperature. Since the C §s in this study ~ 
s}).owed temperature increase, it seems likely that left forefinger tern-
perature might increase with various techniques, eg., AT, muscle re~ 
la:x:ation, hypnotic induction, biofeedback procedures, etc. 
Two research studies have some relevance to the training w~ 
niques employed in this current investigation. :Barber and Hahn (1963-) 
gave 12 §s in a "hypnotic induction" group 20 minutes of suggestions 
of relaxation, drowsiness and sleep. Three groups of control §s (12 
per group) were instructed to sit quietly for 20 minutes while various 
physiological measures were taken. H;ypnotic induction was no more ef-
fective in producing relaxation as indicated by reduction in heart rate, 
respiratory rate and palmar conductance than control instructions. 
It was concluded that "relaxation," "hypersuggestibility" and other 
effects historically associated with the word "hypnosis" can be pro-
duced by suggestions given Ss who receive "hypnotic induction" or by 
'· -
simple relaxa.tion instructions to a control' group. The relevance to 
the current study seems to be that two apparently different techniques 
may accomplish the same effect, eg., AT and biofeedback may both ac-
complish the same effect, eg., AT and biofeedback may both accomplish 
left forefinger temperature increase comparably. 
Paul (1969b) views the major difference between relaxation train-
ing and hypnotic induction to be in the focus and affects involved 
in tension and release of gross muscle groups, defining the task as a 
''Passive" learning situation in which the § gains control rather than 
a "hypnotic" situation implying operator control and use of indirect 
suggestions of warmth, relaxation, etc., with instructions to maintain 
alertness rather than a direct suggestion of relaxation, drowsiness and 
sleep. In this respect, the C, NFB and FB conditions of this study 
would have more similarity to the "passive" learning situation of 
relaxation training. 
Paul (1969b) used three groups of 20 each, undergraduate §s. They· 
received: (a) abbreviated progressive relaxation training as used in 
systematic desensitization therapy; (2) hypnotic induction emphasizing 
direct suggestions of relaxation, heaviness, warmth, drowsiness and 
sleep; or, (3) a selfrela.xation control procedure, as in the Paul 
(1969a) study. 
Relaxation training and hypnotic suggestion were effective in re-
ducing subjective reports of tension and distress within one session. 
By the second session (a week later), hypnotic suggestion produced sig-
nificantly greater decreases in physiological arousal than controls, 
measured by changes in heart rate, muscle tension, and respiratory 
rate. Relaxation training resulted in greater decreases than the con-
trol condition on all physiological measures the first session and 
maintained the second session. Relaxation training produced signifi-
cantly greater reductions than hypnotic suggestion in systems not under 
direct voluntary control (heart rate, tonic muscle tension) in both 
sessions. The relevance of this finding to the current study is that 
"passive" motivational sets as provided to the 0 1 NFB and FB groups in 
the current study might all be expected to bring about change in phy-
siological processes not under direct voluntary control, eg., skin 
temperature. 
Common Features and Dissimilar Features 
of the Training Procedures 
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Gillman and Brenman (1959) have discussed common features in all 
standard hypnotic induction techniques. All of these techniques: (a) 
p1ace extensive limits on sensory intake; (b) limit bodily activity; 
(c) restrict attention; (d) provide narrow and monotonous stimulation; 
and, (e) alter the quality of bodily awareness. These features would 
also seem to apply to AT and biofeedback procedures as employed in 
this study. 
The C, NFB and FB conditions all placed limits on sensory intake 
in that the experimental room was darkened and there was minimal audi-
tory stimulation, eg., noise. In all conditions, c, NFB and FB, bodily 
activity was limited as the .§s were in a reclining position. 
With regard to restricted attention and narrow and monotonous 
stimulation, it seems there was some variability in the techniques pro-
vided by different instructional "sets." In the NFB group, the tech-
nique for temperature increase relied on relaxation and imagery, eg. 1 
"warmth," while added information provided by the needle reading of 
the meter was available to the FB s. C §s had no instructional "set" 
about temperature increase. 
It was observed by the ! that one difference was possible for C 
and NFB .§s in comparison to FB §so C and NFB §s could close their 
eyes 1 while the FB .§s eyes had to re.main open to focus on the tempera-
ture meter. That many C and NFB §s did close their eyes was noted by 
the £! 1 but not measured. Barber (1965) has indicated that the "eyes-
c.losed recumbent position adopted by the .§ during the hypnosis session" 
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has not been satisfactorily assessed as an experimental variable. Like-
wise, "eyes closed" could be a significant factor in comparisons be ... 
tween AT and biofeedback. 
With regard to altering the quality of bodily awareness, through 
instructional "set," all conditions, C, NFB and FB focused the S's 
attention on bodily awareness. 
One other difference seems notable, while c, NFB and FB all place 
focus on awareness of internal processes, the FB .§ must keep some focus 
on a source of external stimulation, the feedback meter. A methodo-
logical improvement could be the use of a visual or auditory signal 
which would not require such persistent attending. However, the tem-
perature meter does provide the.§ with feedback of fine gradations of 
change. The main point being made here is that feedback, itself, is a 
source of stimulation. 
That the NFB and FB .§ filleP. out a questionnaire, could have pro-
vided them a "set" to focus more attention on bodily awareness during 
the training trials, than C Ss. 
Self Ratings of Experiential States 
The questionnaire filled out by each NFB and FB § at the end of 
each of the training sessions was included in the procedure for empiri-
cal, hypothesis-seeking purposes. Key words and phrases used in the 
tape-recorded instructions were used for six of the eight ratings~. 
While two of the ratings ("Breathing Regular-Breathing Irregular;" 'l,nd 
"Relaxed-Tense") also had application to the C group, the C §s were 
not askeci to fill out the questionnaire, as some of the ratings dealt 
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directly with temperature, eg., "Finger Cool-Finger Warm." From tfl,..e 
statistical analysis of the questionnaire ratings, it might be con-
cluded that they were of limited value. However, a perusal of the 
frequency data reveals that most of the ratings were in the direction 
which would be expected from the "set" provided by the tape-recorded 
instructions. In the comparisons of NFB and FB _§s, and the compari-
sons for I and E _§s, ratings were in the direction of "Serene," "Re-
laxed," ''Finger Warm," "Concentrated on Instructions," "Arm Heavy," 
and "Breathing Regular." For "Forehead Cool- Forehead Warm" most .§s 
rated at the middle point. The one finding which was not expected, 
given the "set'' from the tape-recorded instructions is that most Ss 
rated in the direction of "Sleepy" rather than "Alert." 
For future research purposes, investigation of experiential states 
might take into account that NFB Ss might be able to more readily focus 
on experiential states because they do not have the external distrac-
tion provided by the feedback meter, as FB Ss do. Also, differences 
in experiential states of I and E .§s could be further investigated, 
with one possible prediction being that Is might be expected to be 
more "tuned in" to sources of internal stimulation while the "stimulus-
seeking" E would be more ":tuned in" to external sources of stimulation. 
In the current behavioristic Zeitgseist the exploration of expe-
rential states.is an untaped area of investigation in psychology. It 
seems there is practical importance to recognize the heuristic value 
of phenomenal reports in new perceptual areas eg., biofeedback re-
search, by persons capable of discriminating experiential reports. 
With the recent interest in biofeedback research in psychology, hope-
fully there will be an attempt to identify experiential dimensions 
adequate for specification of events at the level of complexity of the 
actual situations. 
Psychologists who would have psychology emulate the physical 
sciences have stressed that only observable behavior is the appropriate 
subject matter for scientific investigation. However, as Zener and 
Gaffron (1962) have pointed out, the primary difference between t~ 
physicist and the psychologist is that experiential phenomena are ir-
relevant to the physicist (measurement error), while in many instances 
experiential phenomena are of central importance to the psychologist. 
One area of research which has dealt with experiential states is 
psychophysical research, where intersubjective agreement of observers 
has been com~idered to be requisite.- However, if inte:rsubjective 
agreement is considere~ to be mandatory, then the study of all complex 
perceptions would be disqualified. 
In support of the pursuance of the study of experiential states, 
even though on the frontier of psychological inquiry: 
11
.,.if experience is accepted as a reality, and if 
the universe is accepted: as orderly, then to the ex-
tent that relevant conditions, internal and contin-
gent as well as external, are similar, the experi-
ences of two comparable individuals under simil<tr 
conditions should be similar. Complete assuranoe 
of experiential, identity is not obtainable. It is 
neither reasonable t0 8Xpeot nor necessary as a 
methodological postulate for research" (Zener & 
Gaffron, 1962, P. 557J• 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
This exploratory study dealt with the ability of Eysenck Persona-
lity Inventory (EPI) Extraversion-Introversion (E-I) scores in the 
upper 30% (E group) and the lower 30% (I group), for a sample of 36 
Larned State Hospital, Larned, Kansas, female employees, .20-56 years 
of age, to predict "success" in learning to increase left forefinger 
temperature, ut"ilizing three training conditions. Since introverts 
' (Is) as measured by the E-I scale of the EPI are considered to be more 
"conditionable" than extraverts (Es), it was postulated that Is could 
more readily learn to increase left forefinger temperature. All Ss re-
ceived three baseline trials, in which they were given tape-recorded 
instructions to relax and take deep breaths. The 2s were then ran-
domly assigned to one of three training conditions (12 2s each): 
Control (C) group,.which received the same instructions as used in 
the baseline trials; No~Feedback (NFB) group, which recieved additional 
tape-recorded autogenic instructions, eg., for 2 to passively focus 
' 
on "warmth" of thefinger; and,. Feedback (FB) group, which received ad-
ditional tape-recorded instructions to observe a temperature meter, 
with a needle indicating temperature change. All 2s were seated in a 
reclining position, with thermistor attached to the :).eft forefinger, 
but only the FB ~s could view the temperature meter. All Ss received 
-
20 training trials, two trials daily o NFB and FB 2s filled out a 
90 
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questionnaire at the end of each training trial, with eight dimensions 
(key autogenic words), related on a five point scale. It was ~.ypothe­
sized that I §s would show greater temperature increase than E Ss. It 
was also hypothesized that FB §s would show greater temperature in-
crease than NFB §s, and both would show greater temperature increase 
than C §s. 
The two hypotheses were tested in 2 x 3 factorial designs 
(!!!S.= .05), with four dependent variable temperature measures for: (a) 
Start of Instructions; (b) End of Instructions; (c) End of 90 Second 
Trial; (d) Average Over the 90 Second Trial, where the dependent vari-
able measure was the average temperature (Fahrenheit) of the three base~ 
line trials subtracted from the average temperature for the last tftre'• 
training trials. The hypothesis that Is would show greater tempera-
ture increase than Es was not supported. The hypothesis that FB would 
show greater temperature increase than NFB and both show greater tem-
perature increase than C was partially supported in that there was a 
significant difference in training conditions; however, FB was no.t 
found to be superior to NFB, with orthogonal comparison tests ("2'.S :-.05~ 
A post hoc evaluation utilizing 1 tests (c::s. = .05) revealed no rela-
tionship of the Neuroticism-Stability (N-S) dimension of the EPI to 
temperature increase. ·A further post hoc analysis with data regrouped 
into the four quadrants of the N-S and E-I dimensions (N-E, N-I, S-E, 
S-I), revealed that Ss in the S-I quadrant showed less temperature in-
crease than Ss in the other three quadrants, as tested by Scheffel' mul-
tiple comparison t~sts (<ZS:= .10). Experiential ratings were in line 
with the instructional "set" provided the FB and NFB §s with the excep-
tion that §s rated toward tP.e "Sleepy" end of the "Alert -Sleepy" 
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dimension. 
The EPI did not prove to have predictive value for "success" with 
AT and biofeedback procedures used in this stud,y, when the E-I scale 
or the N-S ~cale were considered independently; however, further in-
vestigation is warranted relative to the interactive effect of the E-I 
and N-S scales as the~ apply to AT and biofeedback procedures. An 
hypothesis which could be tested, based on the Yerkes-.Dodson Law is 
that S-E and N-I Ss in an interpersonal experimental situation would 
. -
show greater temperature increase than S-I and N-E §s, while S-I and 
N-E §s would show greater temperature increase in an impersonal ex-
perimental situation than S-E and N-I §s. 
Training procedures used in this st~dy and procedures such as 
hypnotic induction and muscle' r•la;x:ation training might be further ex-
plored in terms of their common features. .Another area for future re-
search is relative to the effects of the external stimulation provided 
by the feedback procedure itself~ 
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APPEiroIX A 
INITIAL LEl'~R SENT TO SELECTED LARNED 
STATE HOSPITAL FEMALE EMPLOYEES 
Dea;r ---------= 
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I am contacting you, with the approval of your supervisor, to ask you 
to participate in a research project. At the present I am concerned 
with some of the characteristics of ~he Eysenck Person~lity Inventory 
(the two forms stapled to this letter). What I would like you to do 
is answer the questions on both forms as honestly as you can. Although 
my professional and personal ethics p!'ohibit a;rzy deception about why I 
ask yo-u to answer these questions, I ;am stil,l able to be quite frank 
when I tell you that this is in no way an attempt to invade your pri-
vacy or to find out aPout you as a~ individual. What is being investi-
gated is the Inventory, not you. In the future I hope-"to use some 
-- . . staff members who participate now, in other e~periments, if they should 
volunteer; therefore, I ask you to fill in your name, age, etc. 
If you should still feel that you do not wiah to Participa'te, please be 
assured that you are uri.der no obJ,igation whatsoever to do so, although 
I would appreciate ;you:r returning tb;e~e blank forms to my office Qn 
Sellers Building. However, i;f. you woulc;l like to help with this project 
and participate in future research, I feel yo'4- would find it interes:t-
;i.ng. I want to give you m;y sincere thanks and ask you to follow these 
instructions. · · 
1. Please l~ave these forms sta~led as they are. 
2. Sign the release form, 
3. Fill in the information on the fro~t of the forms 
(name, etc.), 
4. Read the instructions carefully. 
5. Turn the form over and try to answer eaoh question, answer-
ing as frankly as you 9an~ Since it is the test that is on 
trial and not you., I .hc.tve no interei:it in any particular 
answer. I me;rely p;Laoe soori:pg keys over the form, and 
recorc;l numbers. Late!', J may find that some pe~sons' score 
would make them invaluable subjects for other research 
procedur13s. 
6. Please complete and re~urn these forms at your earliest 
convenience. Your supervisor has agreed to let you do this 
during the work day. 
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As a footnote, I would like to stress tha1 ~ ~ no~ investigating psy-
chopathology. Onl,;y female staff membe;r-s are eligl. le for this program. 
I am iriter~sted in a much too negleote<i ~rea """ the psychology of normal 
peopie. With the cooperation of the staff, Larned State Hospital will 
be ~bl,e to function as an institution where resea~oh is an integral 
part of its cont~ibution to the communit1. 
Sincerel;y ;y-oµ;rs, 
)tyrna Carlton, M.s. 
Peychologist 
APPEN"DIX B 
RELEASE FORM ACCOMPANYING INITIAL LEI'TlilR 
SENT TO SELECTED LARNED STA1l1E 
HOSPITAL FEMALE EMPLOYEES 
RELEASE FORM 
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I hereby give my consent and approva1 that my responses to the Eysenck 
Personality Inventor;v be used for research purposes. I understand that 
although my name will be on the protoool, the ~nformation obtained will 
be kept in strict confidence by the experimenter. 
Signature: ___________ _ 
Date: _,,,.,......_.,._..,.... __________ .,.._ ___ _ 
Dear 
APPENDIX C 
SECOND LmTER SENT TO LARNED STATE HOSPITAL 
FEMALE EMPLOYEES RNrURNING THE EYSENCK 
PERSONALITY INVENTORY WITH SCORES IN 
UPPER 30% OR LOWER 30% ON THE 
lNTROVERSION-EXTRAVERSION 
VARIABLE 
----~~----_.,.~.,.... 
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Thank you for filling out your Inventory Questionnaire, It was appre-
ciated because it helped make possible enough data to make statistical 
analysis possible. At this time another, more detailed, procedure is 
being prepared, and your continued cooperation would be greatly 
appreciated. 
As it happens, there appear to be techniques which make possible the 
direct voluntary cont;rol of involuntary processes. As a result, these 
techniques have made it possible to regulate heartbeat, blood pressure, 
breathing, body temperature, etc., without the use of chemicals or 
hypnosis. The present study is concerned with procedures that might 
decrease the training time necessary for such changes to occur. 
When some of these changei;; take place, it has aJ.so been found that 
changes in inner experience can also occur. F'or example, many people 
report that as they perform some of the exercises involved they become 
far less tense and able to relax without the side effects produced by 
chemicals such as tranquiliziers. It is hoped - but by no means guaran-
teed that by learning some of these exercises, the people participating 
in these exercises may be able to gain more control over everyday ten-
sions without the need of equipment or chemicals. To the extent that 
these procedures can be shown to be effective with people experiencing 
ordinary stresses it will become more likely that they will be of help 
in working with people having severe emotional disturbances, 
Your supervisor has agreed to your taking the necessp,ry time off work 
to participate. The time required will be two 15-minute sessions per 
day ovev a period of eleven days. Actually, the time from the first 
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session to the last will cover approximately two wee~s because there 
will be days during thii;; period when you wiJ.J,. not be on duty ("comp." 
time, weekends, etc.). 
Enclosed are three froms wit4 specific dates representing the weeks I 
would like to work with you. You will notice th~t each of the two 
forms covers a 24-hour day for seven days. Pl~ase check the hours you 
will be on duty for each day of the three weeks, The extra days are to 
allow for times when sickness or emergencies might prevent your appear-
ing for your appointment. If there are arzy hours when your duties 
seriously conflict with your being present while on duty, please use an 
"X" fo~ that time; otherwise, use a 11 11 to show that you are on duty 
and available fc;ir that time on that day. When you have returned these 
forms you will be sent an appointment card showing the times and place 
we will meet~ 
It is unde~stood, of course, that your participation in this research 
is completely vol'u.ntary. 
Thank you for helping, and I look forward to sha:ring an interesting 
experience with you. 
Sincerely yours, 
M;yrna Carlton, M.s. 
Ps;yohoiogist 
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APPENDIX D 
TABLE XII 
MEANS ANll STANDARD :PEVIATIONS FOR 1-E, s ... N, and 
L SCORES O;F THE EPI, AN,O FOR AGE 
I,...C I-NFB 
I-E S-.N L J;,,.E s .... N L 
Sf Score Score Scor-~ .p.ge S# Score Score Score Age 
1 17 16 3 34 7 14 10 2 44 
2 16 41 2 41 8 19 23 3 56 
3 18 21 6 52 9 20 20 2 26 
4 15 41 4 50 10 15 9 1. 33 
5 20 19 5 45 11 20 30 3 56 
6 21 13 3 36 12 14 27 4 22 
x 17.83 25.16 3.83 43.00 x 17.00 19.83 2.50 39.50 
SD 2.11 11.45 l-35 6.69 SD 4.71 7.95 • 96 19.65 
I-FB E-C 
I-E S-N L I-E S-N L 
S# Score Score Score Age S# Score Score Score Age 
13 20 11 4 34 19 33 12 2 48 
14 21 13 4 42 20 33 14 3 42 
15 15 10 6 29 21 35 9 2 47 
16 l.5 4 1 55 22 32 24 1 23 
17 13 35 2 35 23 28 3 5 47 
18 13 28 1 31 24 32 24 1 28 
x 16.17 16.83 3.00 37.67 ...,. x 32.17 14~33 2.33 39.17 
SD 3.18 10.92 1.82 8. 75 SD 2.11 7.63 1.37 9.95 
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TABLE XII (Continue~) 
I-E 
S# Score 
25 29 
26 39 
27 33 
28 29 
29 30 
30 35 
x 32.50 
SD 3.64 
I-E 
E-NFB 
S-N 
So ore 
19 
16 
13 
21 
21 
11 
16.83 
3.85 
c 
S-N 
L 
Score Age 
2 34 
4 38 
l 26 
4 55 
5 21 
2 26 
3.00 33-33 
1.41 11.20 
L Age 
i 25.00 19.75 3,08 41.08 
SD 7.47 11.14 1.55 8,69 
;FB 
I-E s..,..N L .Me 
x 25.00 21.67 3.08 37.00 
SD 9.50 io.90 1.61 9.17 
I 
i..::m S-N L Age 
E-F'B 
I..,E S-N L 
S# Score Score Score Age 
31 35 35 4 38 
32 31 29 3 44 
33 33 24 4 29 
34 41 31 l 20 
35 29 31 2 49 
36 34 9 5 38 
x 33.83 ' 26.50 3.33 36.33 
SD 3.76 8.48 1.35 9.53 
I-E L Age 
x 24.75 18.33 2.75 36.42 
SD 8.39 6.42 1.23 4.04 
I-E 
-
E 
S-N L Age 
x 17.00 20.61 3.11 40.06 x 32.83 19.22 2.83 36.28 
SD 2.79 
I-E 
10.79 
All .§s 
S-N 
1.52 10.30 SD 3.34 8.71 1.42 10.52 
L Age 
x 24.92 19.92 2.97 38.17. 
SD 8.49 9.83 1.48 l0.58 
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APPENDIX E 
TAPE .... RECOJU)ED INSTRUCTIONS FOR THREE BASELINE 
TRIMS FOR ALL SUBJECTS AND TWENTY TRAINING 
TRIALS FOR CONTROL GROUP 
"Actually this is a simple exercise in which you begin by taking a slow, 
deep breath and letting that breath come slowly out ••• As that breath 
comes out, you will find that your whole body relaxes ••• lfow as you 
take in another deep breath, you will find that you. become much more 
relaxed as you slowly let out that breath ••• Try it ••• Fine." 
TAPE-i,:lECOR.l>ED INSTRUCTIONS FOR TWENTY TRAINING 
TRIALS FOR NO F'EEDBACK GROUP 
"Aotually this is a simple exercise in which you begin by taking a slow, 
dee1) breath p,nd letting that breath come slowly out ••• As that breath 
comes out, you will find that your whole body relaxes ••• Now as you 
take in another deep breath, you will find that ;vou become much more 
relaxed as you slowly let out that breath ··~ Try it ••• Pine ••• Now, 
as you continue to relax, quietly focus your attention on your left 
hand, especially the foref{nger. You will notice that it is possible 
+,... make that finger become pleasantly warmer by the same way that you 
relax..,. not by actively trying, but by just letting it happen ••• Now, 
repeat to yourself: 'My body is relaxed and heavy ••• As my body sinks 
into relaxation, my mind is calm, but alert, and I notice my left hand 
is becoming warmer, especially my forefinger. As my finger becomes 
warmer, my forehead becomes cool ••• and even cooler as my finger be-
comes warmer.' •1 
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~APE-RECORDED INSTRUCTIONS FOR TWENTY TRAINING 
TRIALS FOR F'Elm)BACK GROlJP 
"Actu(,1.1],.y this is a simp),e exercise in which yoµ begin by taking a slow, 
deep breath and letting that breath come slowly out ••• As that breath 
comes out, you will find that your whole body relaxes ••• Now as you 
take in another deep breath, you will find that you become much more 
relaxed as you slowly let out that breath ••• Try it ••• Fine ••• Now, 
as you continue to relax, quietly focus your attention on your left 
hand, especially the forM'inger. You will notice that it is possible 
to make that finger become pleasantly warmer by the same way that you 
relax - not by actively trying, but ·by just letting it happen. You will 
notice a dial on the table at your left. As your finger becomes warmer 
and your forehead cooler, the needle on th~ dial will move to your 
right. The needle may go all the way to the right, in which case I 
will center it again so that you can see yourself making even more 
change. Again, do not try to ~ the d,.ial move - just watch it move 
as you quietly conce4trate on repeating to yourself: 'My body is re-
laxed and heavy ••• As my body sinks into relaxation, my mind is calm 
but alert, and I notice my left hand is becoming warm, es:pecially my 
forefinger. As my finger ·becomes warmer, my forehead becomes cool ••• 
and even cooler as my finger becomes warmer. 111 
APPENDIX F 
QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED :SY ALL NO Fnl>B.f\CK AND 
FEEDBACK SUBJECTS AT TEE END OF EACH 
OF THE TWENTY TR,AINING T~IALS 
Session # 
....... -----....-
QUESTIO:NNAIRE 
- I I " 
Instructions 
T• 0 ]T • 
llO 
In the eight scales below, please make a ch~ck on each scale on the 
line you judge to be the right distance between the two words describ-
ing your experienoes in this - AND ONLY THIS - ~ession. If for ex~ 
ample, you feel that on the eighth scale you were midway between 
"sleepy11 an~ 11alert, 11 you would check the m~ddle Une on that scale. 
If you feel that you were more s1eepy than alert, you would check a 
line closer to iihe word ''sleepy." 
Serene 
Relaxed 
Finger Coo],. 
Conoentrated. 
on Instructions 
Left Arm Light 
Breathing 
Regular 
Forehead Warm 
Alert 
-
-
- -
-
- -- -
-
In ad~ition to the above report, what were: 
Anxious 
Tense 
Finger Warm 
Mind Wandered from 
1n~tT"lrnti on.s 
Left Arm lieavy 
B:i:-eathing 
Irregular 
Forehead Cool 
Sleepy 
l. Your physical sensations during this session? 
2. Your thoughts and feeling~ d~ring this session? 
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APPENDIX 0 
TABLE XIII 
QUESTIONNAIRE CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY DATA 
FOR TRIALS 18-20 FOR I AND E GROUPS 
CAST FOR KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TESTS 
Serene Anxious 
1 2 3 4 5 
s36I(x) 10 28 32 35 36 
S36E(X) 12 22 36 36 36 
s36I(X)-s36E(X) - 2 6 - 4 - 1 0 
Relaxed Tense 
1 2 3 4 5 
S36I(X) 7 29 31 35 36 
s 36E(K) 13 27 36 36 36 
836I(X)-S36E(X) - 6 2 - 5 - 1 0 
It1 inger Finger 
Cool Warm 
1 2 3 4 5 
S36I(X) 0 4 16 31 36 
SJ6E(X) 1 2 11 21 ~ 
836I(X)-s36E(X) - 1 2 5 10 0 
IS>(N=36) = 12 .05 level (two-tailed) 
Note.--Denominator for Each CurJJUJ.ative Frequency Value = 36 
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rrABLE Xlll (Continued) 
Concentrated Mind Wandered 
on Instructions from Instructions 
1 2 3 4 5 
836l(x) 9 26 33 35 36 
536E(X) 11 2~. 30 ~~. 36 
836r(X)-s36E(X) - 2 1 3 0 0 
Left Arm Left Arm 
Light Heavy 
1 2 3 4 5 
s36r(X) 0 6 17 35 36 
S36E(X) 1 1 12 22 36 
'' 
836r(x) ... s36E(x) - 1 5 5 13* 0 
Breathi:qg Breathing 
Regular Irregular 
1 2 3 4 5 
S3oI(X) 14 30 33 35 36 
836E(X) 13 23 32 36 36 ,, 
8361(X)-S36E(X) 1 7 1 - 1 0 
Forehead Forehead 
Warm Cool 
1 2 3 4 5 
836I(X) 0 8 27 34 36 
S36E(X) 2 2 21 30 36 
836I(X)-S36E(X) - 2 6 6 4 0 
636I(x) 
836E(X) 
s361(x)-s36E(x) 
TABLE XllI (continued) 
Alert 
l 
1 
3 
- 2 
2 
3 
i, ' 
..,. 4 
( 
'I. 
'I 
\. 
3 
6 
17 
-11 
113 
Sleepy 
4 5 
22 36 
22 
, I, ~6 
3 0 
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APPENDIX H 
TABLE XIV 
QUESTIONNAIRE CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY DATA 
F'OR TR;I:.A.LS 18-20 FOR FB AND NFB GROuPS 
CAST FOR KOLMOOOROV~SMIRNOV TESTS 
Serene Anxious 
1 2 3 4 5 
836FB(x) 12 23 34 36 36 
836ID,B(X) 10 27 ~4 35 36 
336FI:!(X)-s36NF:a(X) 2 --4 0 l 0 
Relp.:x:ed rrense 
1 2 3 4 5 
S,36F~(X) 8 26 33 36 36 
836NFB(X) 12 Jo, ~4 .. ~~ .. 36 I• 
836FB(X)-s36NFB(X) ... 4 
- 4 .... 1 1 0 
Pinger Finger 
Cool Warm 
1 2 3 4 5 
836FB(X) 1 1 9 26 36 
836NFB(X) 0 5 18 26 36 
836FB(X)-s36NFB(X) 1 - 4 ,.., 9 0 0 
~(N=,36) = 12 .05 level (two-tailed) 
Note.--Denominator for Each Cumulative F'requency Value = 36 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Concentrated Mind Wandered 
on Instructions from Instructions 
1 2 3 4 5 
536FB(X) 11 25 31 36 36 
536NFB(X) ' 9 26 J2 . 34 36 
836FB(X)-s36NFB(X) 2 -1 - 1 2 0 
I.ieft Arm Left Arm 
Light Heavy 
1 2 
.3 4 5 
636FB(X) l 1 13 29 36 
8 36NFB(X) 0 6 16 28 36 I 
836FB(X)-s36NFB(x) 1 .,., 5 - 3 l 0 
Breathing Breathing 
Regular Irregular 
1 2 3 4 5 
536FB(X) 15 28 33 35 36 
836NFB(X) 12 22 32 ~6 36 I zj' ,# i 
8 36FB(X)-s36NFB(X) 3 3 l - l 0 
J.i1orehead Foreh13ad 
Warm Cool 
1 2 3 4 5 
636FB(X) l 3 24 32 36 
S36NFB(X) 1 7 24 32 36 
836FB(X)-s36NFB(x) 0 ... 4 0 0 0 
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TAB~E xiv (Continued) 
Alert Sleepy 
l 2 3 4 5 
S36FB(X) 4 8 12 20 36 
536NFB(X) 0 2 11 27 36 
s 36J:i'B (X )-s 36NFB (x) 4 6 l 3 0 
APPENDIX I 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF' S AND N MEANS l''OR DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE MEASURES FOR AVERAGE 'rEMPERA..-
TURE FOR TRIALS 18-20 MINUS AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE FOR THREE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Start of Instructions 
End of Instructions 
End of 90 Seo. Trial 
Average Temperature 
Between End of 
Instructions and 
End of Trial 
1 (34 .9£) 2.04 
EASEL;INE Tll.IALS 
~ Xs sa 
- .336 1.225 1.485 
3.492 3.483 1.381 
3.436 3.649 1.495 
3.2q8 1.439 
.05 ,level (two~tailed) 
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t 
- .984 
.006 
- .142 
- .302 
• • 
35 
• ~0 ~ A 
~ .~ Introversion • SN . · 
• 15 
10 
10 IS-
APPENDIX J 
,, 
Ne\lro icism 
'X 
Stal: li.l;i. ty 
w 
~5'.-
. )(;ce: 
.. 
30 
• 
A 
o = C Ss 
A = NFB 2s 
X=Fl32s 
x 
118 
.... 
E:J1:traversion ' 
)( . 
3S 4 () 
Figure 11. . Grapnic Presentation of c, NFB, and FB 2s on Dimen-
sions of Extraversion-Introversion and Neuroticism-
Stabili ty (EPI Forms A and B Combined) 
APPENDIX :K 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF ! T~STS PRECEDING SCHEFFEi TESTS FOR 
DA''PA ARRAYED INTO N..,..l, S-I I N .... El ANn R-R 
QUADRANTS FOR DEPEN;DENT VARIAl3LE MEA-
SURES OF AVERAGE TEMPERATlmE F'OR 
TRIALS 18-20 MINUS AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE FOR THREE 
DEPENDEWI1 VARIABLE 
Start of Instructions 
End of Instructions 
Eind of 90 Sec. Trial 
Av~rage Temperature 
Between End of 
Instructions and 
End of Trial 
df 
3 
3 
3 
3 
BASELINE TRlALS 
;·-1 
TREATMENT ERROR 
MS df MS 
44.620 32 18.408 
32.061 32 19.924 
153.879 32 :i.0.274 
32 11.260 
.05 level 
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F 
2.423 
1.609 
14-977*** 
13.167*** 
.t\l?PENDIX L 
TABLE XVII 
$CHEFFE:f MULTIPLE COMPARISONS TEST FO~ AVERAGE 
TEMP.ERATURE FOR TRIALS 18.-20 MINUS AV$RAGE 
TEMPERATURE FOR THREE B4SELH~ THT.f\LS 
FOR Elm OF 90 SECOND IJ7RIALS, li'OR. 
DAWA AimAYED INTO N~l, N-E, 
S-I AlW S-E QUADRANTS 
~1.N ... l .(X:s ... 1 ~ .... E as ... E 
. 25.42' . 6.48'' 40.'2'3. 42.99 
COMPARlSON 
s ... E > N-I 
S~ + N-E >6-I 
S-E + N.,..E > N-I 
S-E + N ... I > S-I 
N,..E + N-l > s .... I 
S...E + N .... E + N .... l .> s ... I 
-1 
.... 1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
-r-l 
-1 
.,.,.1 
"T2 
-3 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
J. 
1 
F. (3,32 df) i;:: 2 •. 28 .10 1eveJ. 
7 F 1 ) (Ms:-' ) i;:: 70.274 (Re,..,., 1 ired AV~lue 1'or Sign:ifioance) \, · ~Error · · "1- - · • 
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A 
74.054* 
17.150 
63.281 
19.929 
91.416* 
19.416 
56.938 
51.411 
73.672-fl-
APPENDIX M 
TJ\J3LE XVIlI 
SCHEFFEi MULTIPLE COMPARISONS r.rEST FOR AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE :F'OR TRIALS 18-20 MINUS AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE FOR THREE BASELINE TRIALS 
FOR AVERAGE TEMPERATURE BETWEEN 
END OF INSTRUCTIONS AND END 
OF TRIAL, FOR DATA ARRAYED 
INTO N-l, N-E, s .... 1, AND 
S-E QUADRANTS 
u.N,...I aAs1':"I ~ .... E zx:s ... E 
27 •44 §.og" I 38~89. 41.38 
COMPARISON 
S-E > s..,I -1 1 
S-E> N-I -1 1 
' 
N-E? s .... r -1 1 
N..,.E ':P N-l -1 1 
N-I / S-I 1 -1 
s..,.E + N-E ;> s-I .,.2 1 1 
S-E + N-E > N .... I -2 1 1 
S..,,E + N-I > S-I 1 -2 1 
N,,..E + N-1 .> S-I 1 
-2 1 
S-E + N..,E + N-I > S-I 1 
-3 1 1 
F (3,32 df) = 2.28 .10 level 
TE') (Ms;;:ror) = 77.018 (Required! Value for Significance) 
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A 
73.285 
10.795 
63.581 
1.283 
27.825 
91.130* 
11. 938 
63.809 
58.510 
79-275* 
DliJPENDENT 
VARIABLE 
start of 
Instructions 
End of 
Instructions 
End of 90 Sec. 
Trial 
Average Over 
90 Sec. Trial 
APPENDIX N 
TABLE XIX 
N-I, S-I, N-E, AND S-E MEANS AND STAm>ARD 
DEVIATIONS FOR EACH DE.!PENDENT VARIABLE 
TE~RATUR]i ME:ASURE, FOR AVERAOE OF 
TRIALS i8 ..... 20 MINUS AVERAGE FOR 
BASELIN:lf; TRIALS 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 
N-I S-I N.,.E S-E N .... I s .... r N-E 
.53 -2.31 1. 72 2.88 3.63 3.89 4.83 
2.68 .39 4.28 4.46 4.11 3.00 5.02 
2.82 .72 4.47 4.78 4.06 3.08 5.Qo 
3.05 .56 4.32 4.60 3~96 2.07 5.80 
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Figure 12. Fahrenheit Temperature Change for Start of 
Instructions for N-I, S-I, N-E and S-E 
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Graduate College at the University of Nebraska, 1963-64; 
received Master of Sc~ence in Applied Psychology from Common-
weal th University of Virginia in 1967; completed requirements 
for the Doctor of Philoi;:iopb;y de~ree at:Oklahoma State Univer-
sity in July, 1973· 
Professional Experience: Graduate research assistant, University 
of Nebraska, Eoonomics Department, 1963; Peycholo,sy Dep;:irt.-
me:nt, 1964;· graduate teaching assistant, Commonwealth Univer-
sity of Virginia, Psychology Department, 1964-65; evening 
instructor, Commonwealth University of Virginia, 196~-66; 
Psychologist, Central State Hospital, Petersburg, Virginia, 
1965-66; graduate teaching assistant, Oklahoma Staie Univer-
sity, Psychology Department, 1966-69; psychology practicum 
student, Larned State Hospital, Larned, Kansas, summer 1968; 
psychology intern, Larned State Hospital, 1969-1970; Psy-
chologist, Larned State Hospital, 1970-1971; P~ychologist, 
Camarillo State Hospital, CamariLlo, California, 1971-1973; 
Consultant, California School of Professional Psychology, 
Los Angeles Campus, Spring, 1973· 
Professional Organizations: Psi Chi; American Psychological 
Asl?locia,tion. 
